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Human beings were trying to control nature to achieve human welfare. For this They were
observing nature carefully and trying to understand nature .In these activities human beings
found the means to get the things and the goods needed for them from nature .Thus
understanding of nature led to useful applications^1. This human endeavour in fact
enriched man's knowledge and also lead to improve methods and techniques for satisfying his
needs .The everlasting enquiry of nature and using the understanding derived from this
enquiry to control and use nature for the Welfare of human beings can be called science.
This process of enquiry of nature is known as a scientific process. The scientific process
may be broadly called the history of science . It is surely a narration of an ongoing
interactive activity between science and Society. It is a story that tells us how social and
economic issues of a society are associated the inventions and innovations. As the saying
goes, the saying that necessity is the mother of invention. Innovations generally lead to social
stability and stability unfortunately leads to stagnation .This stagnation does not allow radical
changes in society. But society must always be conducive to rapid changes. The general
observation in the past was that the changes were rapid in a particular period of time and slow
in a different period of time in the same society .The social cultural and economic conditions
of a given society in the said time were probably responsible. Thus the history of Science can
be taken as the story of human life. human sufferings , struggles and strengths . It is a story of
interaction between science and other dominating forces in human society. We are living in
an era of Science and Technology .Both have received ascendancy in almost all
the modernized nations of the world. Even in the economic backward countries the longing
for science and scientific achievement persists scientific and technological achievements have
become the measuring rods to assess the strength of a nation today .In fact the control of
information, especially scientific and technological information. is a source of prestige and
power in all post industrial societies . Especially in the beginning of the 21st century nations
that are doing well in the fields such as computer supercomputers, information technology
telecommunication etc are regarded as the most modern scientifically and technologically
advanced Nations. India which is regarded as a fast developing Nation too has started giving
more importance to these subjects of great scientific importance in its educational system .
Science is a major institutional sector of modern societies a hallmark of the modern social
order is the conduct of scientific research in Universities and other research organizations^2 .
science and Technology has therefore become an increasingly important sociological
speciality . Science has become a part of modern life. Any modern societies existence today
depends really very much in the advances of scientific knowledge and its Technological
Applications to fields such as computers telecommunication satellite launching life saving
drugs automobiles and so on .Not only our physical existence depends on science and
technology but even our world view has radically changed for the past century by scientific
thought .Every conception of subjects such as Physics Biology medicine astronomy has
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been altered. our vision of the future lives round Science and Technology and the question
how they will be able to transform our future way of life.
Meaning of Science and Technology
Science can be understood as the study of physical and social phenomena where this involves
observation experiment appropriate quantification and the search for universal general laws
and explanation and science is a body of knowledge about the natural world. Methods for
discovering such knowledge and social institution organizers around the world are both. pure
science is interested in the acquisition of theoretical knowledge. Applied science is concerned
more with the task of applying theoretical knowledge for human equality and service.
CHARACTERISTICS OF SCIENCE;
1 Factuality; Science is not based on imagination. It is based on facts observed phenomenon
itself. It may be about a thing, an event measurement etc Any statement which is true can be
described as a fact.2 causality; science tries to find out the casual relationship between the
events or things in other words ,it explores causation. Causation states that the occurrence of
events is determined by cause –and effect relationships. Causation assumes that events do
not occur in a random fashion it also assume that events are associated in a one way
relationship.The function of science is to uncover laws of cause and effect relationships3
UNIVERSALITY :Scientific findings or truths or laws .are expected to have Universal
validity. They are not supposed to be limited to any race, nationality, religion or region,
social class or political ideology. 4 PREDICTABILITY ; refers to the foretelling of an event
are set of events .prediction is generally understood as foretelling or making a statement
about the future It is an estimation of what the future will look like. Making prediction is one
of the tasks of science. physical scientists make predictions about earthquake rainfall,
cyclones eclipses and so on. 5 VERIFIABILITY; Science is based on verification principle.
According to this principle, a proposition or hypothesis or statement can be accepted as
scientific,. only if it is verifiable. verification refers to any procedure regarded as establishing
the truth of a proposition or hypothesis .To verify a statement is to provide evidence generally
of an empirical or observational facts for believing it to be true 6 OBJECTIVITY AND
NEUTRALITY; Science expects scientists to be objective. Objectivity implies for absence of
bias in making or interpreting observations. Objectivity means interpreting the facts in such a
way that our personal judgements are eliminated from them .A scientist should allow facts
to speak for themselves .He should not attribute his personal views to them. 7 INSISTENCE
ON THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD show the characteristics of science. Scientific Method can
be understood as a systematic and organised series of steps that ensures dependable results in
researching a problem with maximum objectivity. Scientific method refers to the building of
a body of scientific knowledge through observation ,experimentation , generalization and
verification.
Meaning of Technology; Horton and Hunt ; technology is the scientific discoveries to solve
practical problems. WILLIAM KORNBLUM ; technology which is an aspect of culture can
be defined as the use of tools and knowledge to manipulate the physical environment in
order to achieve desired practical goals.
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Technology refers to the practical application of knowledge and use of techniques in
productive activities in simple words. Technology refers to the practical application of
knowledge about nature's social process of innovation.
Science has become a part of modern life. science is not stagnant ever growing. Scientists are
always look at work to explore new horizons of knowledge. Scientific enquiry is an unending
process. The object of scientific enquiry is innovation that is discovery of new knowledge
This innovation is neither automatic nor accidental. It is product of deep thinking, careful
observation and systematic activity .Innovation does not simply occur in a random fashion
science is not just the creation of few curious and inquisitive individuals .It is a social
institution .and is subject to influence of social forces both within and beyond the scientific
community The social forces that influence science not only given the growth of science but
also strongly affect both the rate and the direction of scientific innovation. science is not a
matter of study accumulation of knowledge All scientific enquiries need not necessarily lead
to success..New theories are proposed, some of the existing ones are still used while some
others or abandoned .The existing knowledge at any period is only provisional, never final
and irrefutable. In fact Karl Popper, one of the philosophers of science, is of the opinion that
it is never possible to prove anything in Science with absolute finality. He asserts that there is
always a possibility that an exception will be found to every scientific law .All that we can do
is disprove hypotheses and scientific knowledge consists entirely of theories that are not yet
disproved all the one day they might be.
Resistance to scientific innovations
Innovation is an essential aspect of science . Growth of science hinges more and more on
innovations But the history of development of science reveals that innovation has not always
been encouraged and welcomed .On the contrary it is often resisted .As THOMAS KUHN
points out, resistance to radical innovation has been the norm rather than the exception in the
scientific community.
The two terms Science and Technology for very often used interchangeably in our ordinary
speech. Though these are very much interrelated they are distinct phenomena as such. Hence
the difference in meaning of both must be properly understood. Science and Technology are
interlinked. Main differences between the two can be noted below.
The Goals of Science and technology or not one and the same. science is concerned with the
pursuit of knowledge about nature, whereas technology is concerned with putting the
knowledge of nature to some use. When scientific knowledge is applied to the problems of
human life, it becomes Technology. Technology is systematic knowledge which is put into
practice ,that is to use tools and run machines and to do such other things to serve human
purposes. Science is theoretical knowledge whereas Technology is practical knowledge.
BASIC AND APPLIED RESEARCH; The difference between science and technology is also
expressed in terms of the difference between basic Research and applied research. Basic
research science which corresponds to science aims at merely increasing the quantum or sum
of knowledge. Applied research which corresponds to technology on the contrary aims at
finding technological applications for scientific knowledge.2.Technology is much older than
science. Every society has at least a simple technology, even if it is limited to such techniques
as making stone implements, bows and arrows, fire building, making crude boats such as
canoes etc. All primitive people have some body of practical knowledge r on which their
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Technology is based. But this kind of knowledge is not Virtually science On the contrary,
such knowledge is derived from earlier trial and error experience and not from an
understanding of the abstract principles involved. The cave dweller for example, does not
know why fire burns and why some substances burn while others do not, how water or sand
extinguishes fire and so on. 3 Technological innovation may precede scientific
investigations. People in all societies, whether they have scientific knowledge or not ,have
always needed to find out better ways of doing things or ways of making their lives more
comfortable. Technological innovations have met these needs for thousands of years. In fact,
technological change proceeded without the benefit of scientific knowledge for the bulk of
human history.4 Science or scientific knowledge is not universal. Science is not the inborn
trait or inherited quality of all persons. Hence all societies may not have a tradition of
science. On the contrary, technology however crude is found in all societies. Even the stone
age people had their own crude technique of using stone implements and sharpening them.
science very rarely appeared in human societies in the past .Because ,scientific knowledge
requires a proper and a systematic understanding of the principles that underlie natural
events .Advanced technology is possible only by a proper scientific understanding of the
world. Understanding of science and . principles is not that simple. Satellite cannot be
launched. Atomic reactors cannot be built and nuclear bombs cannot be manufactured ,.for
example without the precise knowledge of the relevant scientific principles 5 Science and
technology together support modernization. Only the close link between scientific and
technological development can accelerated the modernization close link between science and
technology which take for granted today recent development set by the discoveries of modern
science ,technology rapidly expanded the human capacity to live in and exploit different
habitats .In the past two three centuries it has changed the face of the earth. Big dams,
International Airport, Supersonic rackets, supercomputers, satellites big ports, super
Highways, atom bombs etc are all the products of technology that have transformed our
surroundings in which human beings live and work. It is in this relationship between science
and technology that is responsible for the breathtaking speed for technological change in our
society.
Scientific research is subject to the scrutiny of others. In fact it is a part of the research itself.
The results of the research are to be verified by others. Scientists who falsify research results
in order to make a name for themselves clearly violate this norm and threaten the credibility
of scientists in general, science is ,in a sense, self policing. The norm of disinterestedness
however does not imply that scientists cannot and should not hope to profit from their
findings .On the contrary, scientists may legitimately hope that their work will be recognized
and praised by the scientific community. There are many instances in which scientists have
held lucrative patents for their discoveries. Though he is entitled to obtain award in terms of
recognition or in other approved means ,his main interest should to be contribute to the sum
of scientific knowledge .In other fields for example ,say in business or in politics – it is
almost expected that people will distort facts to serve their own ends but in the scientific
community the dishonest manipulation of the data or any other fraudulent practice is
intolerable. The norm of disinterestedness has also been violated. Some instances of scientific
fraud have become notorious. some states have taken advantage of the general public's lack
of scientific knowledge to spread the scientific misinformation on such matters as racial
purity as in the case of perpetual motion machines. Norms of science or not always obeyed.
Commenting on the norms of science, sociologist RK Merton says that as long as these
norms are obeyed so long the scientific knowledge will accumulate. If norms are violated,
scientific enquiry will suffer but the bitter fact is that norms of science, like any other type
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of norms, are broken. Examples the norms of disinterestedness is also violated for the
scientists may prove to be as greedy or ambitious as anyone else. The norm of organized
skepticism is also violated, probably more frequently than the other types of norms. Scientists
after all human beings have their own private values and prejudices, and may be unwilling to
give up old ideas to accept new ones.

QUEST FOR PROSPERITY FOR ALL.
The primitive society changed when fire and agriculture were discovered. From this stage
the developments in Science and Technology took place step by step Up to this present
status. Robot Technology ,biotechnology ,computer science and space exploration indicate
Some paths through which the future societies in developing countries are likely to traverse in
the 21st century .The great production system supported by the great and intricate trade and
transport systems developed by many countries have brought people and countries much
nearer than man expected .Every developing country is thriving hard to develop its own
infrastructure for the development of science technology which provides prosperity for all^1 .
Technology as a tool of dominance .In any country technology plays a significant role in that
country. It is therefore essential that every country shall develop its own technology which is
relevant for its cultural background . But most of the developing countries are not in a
position to develop their own Technologies on account of the lack of the required human
resources and the financial resources. Therefore the countries are forced to import technology
from the developed countries. Unfortunately all developing countries including India at the
slightest necessity import Technology know how machines or the equipment at time such
needs can be produced indigenously . Economic conditions or cultural requirements still are
compelling many developing countries to produce and use materials from Natural sources
such as cotton oil vegetables etc but the developed countries are spending lots of money and
synthesizing substitute for these .In many instances this will naturally displace the equivalent
products obtained from Natural sources such as cotton etc . This naturally leads to
domination of the affluent Nations .In the quest for comfort man has strived to develop
Science and technology from Prehistoric days. Another most important invention was the
wheel. The wheel was the crowning achievement of prehistoric carpentry, it is the
precondition for modern machinery and applied to transport, it is converted the sledge in to a
cart of wagon. The direct ancestor of the locomotive and the automobile. The wheel served
two purposes. It's vertical use brought in qualitative change in transport and communication
.It's horizontal use qualitatively transformed the pot industry. By adopting the wheel the
potters increased the efficiency of their world and their productivity. The use of the wheel
gave their products the symmetrical character which It has not had before .with the invention
of wheel ,man's progress became accelerated and diversified.
Wheel + Fire = TRAINS ,BUSES ,LORRY,CAR etc Thermodynamics
Wheel + Air = AERO PLANE, WIND MILLS etc Aerodynamics
Wheel + Mercury Weight, Earth = Perpetual motion machine ,Ancient Indian designs
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Wheel + Weight = Perpetual motion [Weight = Air Weight = water weight= ,Solid body
weight]
Wheel + Air weight, Earth = WHIRLWIND WHEEL ,Modern.
Wheel + Water weight, Earth =WHIRL POOL WHEEL ,Modern
Wheel + Solid body weight, Earth = SATELLITE ON THE SURFACE OF THE
EARTH. Modern.
INDIAN TRADITION.
Science and Technology advanced greatly in ancient India. The progress made in the field of
astronomy and medicine is praise worthy. Ancient Indian Medicine namely Ayurveda is still
in use in many parts of the country. science technology and culture so intimately related to
each other that they cannot be separated from one another. they can not exist without one
another. Astronomy was the chief concern of Indian scientists . These figured as vedangas
Astronomy in India as in other civilizations was inseparable from astrology .In fact
astronomy( jyotisha ) was divided into Siddhanta ((astronomy proper) samhita (collective
astrology predicting occurrences affecting an individual) The intimate relation between
astronomy and astrology is found everywhere .It is to be noted that one of the distinguished
astronomers of Modern Times, Kepler was also an Astrologer. He developed an astronomical
system to assist him in his astrologer pursuits .Astronomy in India originated in the vedas as
vedanga. Indeed yajurveda speaks of stellar constipations and planetary motion. The most
important of whom were Aryabhatta varahamihira and Bhaskaracharya The history of
Indian astronomy is characterized by development of five schools of astronomy.
These are 1. Bramha or Pitamba 2. Paulisha Siddhanta 3. Romaka Siddhanta 4. Visita
siddhanta 5.Saurav Siddhanta.
MATHEMATICS.
The Indian astronomers considered mathematics to be an essential tool for aquiring
astronomical knowledge .It is no wonder they developed the science of mathematics to very
high degree . The sophistication and the depth of the mathematical knowledge of ancient
Indians are almost unparalleled in the HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. Surprisingly
,Bhaskaracharya discusses in his Siddhanta Shiromani the method of some trigonometric
calculations .It is also surprising to know that bhaskaracharya has very good knowledge of
Calculus for the birth of which Europe had to wait for another 500 years. India had developed
a system of mathematics superior in everything except geometry to that of the Greeks. The
earliest reference to a perpetual motion machine dates back to 1150, when Bhaskara II
described a wheel that he claimed would run forever. World has been wanting or waiting for
perpetual motion machines for nearly 870 years .It is the value of Indian heritage or Indian
traditional knowledge. Ancestors searched for two 1 alchemy and 2 perpetual motion
machines. Finally Alchemists could convert an element to other such as Mercury to gold.
But unfortunately perpetual motion machines were suppressed by mining investors and
transport necessities .No investor on perpetual motion machines and the laws of impossible
statements in thermodynamics became a bane on perpetual motion machines .But now
existing energy which is polluting our environment and creating many health problems along
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warning ,world is converting for non conventional energy sources. World now trying for
construct perpetual motion machines. This is a good initiation by our Indian ancestors
.Prohibited impossible thermodynamics laws on perpetual motion machines are not suitable
to any of the physical science methods. This laws are based on failure attempts or
experiences Edison failed many times in inventing a light but he did not conclude light
invention is impossible . We have many odd prime numbers and world didn't conclude all
prime numbers are odd .We have one counter example, 2 is even prime number.
International Universities are conducting competitions on perpetual motion machines. Lock
haven University said perpetual motion machines is the way to go for energy independence.
ENERGY RESOURCES
Air, Water , food and energy are important and vital need for the sustenance of life on this
planet, earth. The energy demand or need of a country is taken as the index of the
development of that country . Energy resources are broadly classified into two categories.1
conventional and 2 non conventional energy sources. For example cowdung , wood, coal,
kerosine, petrol ,Oil ,gas ,biogas etc come under the category of conventional energy
sources. Solar energy ,atomic energy, tidal energy, wind energy, geothermal energy etc are
classified under the category non conventional energy sources Wind energy : wind currents
can also be harvested into mechanical energy for uplifting water from the well or from rivers.
The devices used for the purpose are called wind mills. These are fan structures and these
fans are rotated by the forces of the Wind .These can also be used to run generators for
production of electrical energy . The coastal and hilly areas are more suitable for harnessing
wind energy . India has also installed many wind mills in recent times. But all these are not
sufficient to the present demand. Many nations are importing fuels that leads to more
dependence on other nations.
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY.
The principle of the conservation of energy,of which mechanical work, electricity and heat
or only different forms, was the greatest physical discovery of the middle of the 19th century
. It brought many Sciences together and it fitted very well into the trend of the times .Energy
became universal currency of Physics _ the gold standard ,as it were ,of changes in the
universe .What had been established was a fixed rate of exchange between the different
energy currencies ; between the calories of heat , the foot pounds of work, and the kilowatt hours of electricity . the whole of human activity- industry, transport , lighting , ultimately
food and life itself - was seen to depend on this one common term : energy. PERPETUAL
MOTION MACHINES ARE FOR CONVERTING NATURAL RESOURCES IN TO
ENERGY FOR HUMAN USE.
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INDIAN TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE SYSTEM
Perpetuum mobile concepts 1
In ancient Greece we see no evidence of interest in perpetual motion^3 .Greek knowledge of
mechanism developed as evidenced by the Antikythera mechanism and by Herons automata.
Natural resources of power like water wheels and the labour of slaves were sufficient for
the needs of Greek society. Mechanical ingenuity was channeled towards construction of
mechanical toys and temple automata .These often had the appearance of being self
moving, but were powered by hidden power sources such as falling water or sand .Roman
authors did not mention any attempt to construct a perpetual motion machine. However only
a few texts about technology from 2000 years ago have survived .The idea perpetual motion
originated in the orient . The first description of a perpetual motion machine was found be
made by the indian mathematician and astronomer Bramhagupta in 624 , In his Brahma
Stupa Siddhanta ,he describes a perpetual motion device " Make a wheel of light Timber ,
with uniformly hollow spokes at equal intervals . Fill each spoke up to half with Mercury
and seal it's opening situated in the rim Set up the wheel so that its axle rests horizontally on
two upright supports Then the mercury run upwards (in some ) hello spaces and downwards
( in some other , as a result of which ) the wheel rotates automatically forever .(tranl S.R
Sharma ) The SISYADHIVRDDHIDA tantra by the indian astronomer Lalla written in
748,is the next treatise ,where a comparable perpetual motion machine is described .Lalla
also refers to a wheel with hollow spokes partly filled with mercury. Around 1150 the Indian
mathematician and astronomer Bhaskara described in his Siddhanta shiromani a wheel with
containers of Mercury around its circumference . He says this machine rotates with great
power because one side of the axle is closer that the other.. Apparently this would cause
continual unbalance to sustain rotation . supposedly he didn't build and test the device and
many other authors did not make this final step as well . since the 12th century , the principle
of this machine was frequently incorporated into other perpetual motion proposals ,and
became part of the history of Technology .Even today inventors propose variants of this over
balanced wheel complicated designs containing wheels with eccentric levers and masses
attached to them. Perpetual motion machines based on wheels with attached eccentric
masses, shifting masses or containers filled with liquid are called Indian , Persian or Arabian
perpetual motion machines like Hindu Arabic numbers.
As per our Indian constitution part IV A(51A)..... (f) To value and preserve the rich heritage
of our composite culture (g) to protect and improve the natural environment and to have
compassion for living creature.(h) to develop the scientific temper, humanism, the spirit of
enquiry and reform. But thermodynamics impossible statements and patent offices prohibit
perpetual motion machines . The impossible statements have no proofs hence it may not be
correct to discourage perpetual motionists and teach them in syllabus .It will decrease our
students' scientific temper. Let us recollect and regain our Indian ancestors scientific heritage
and continue our efforts for perpetual motion machines which can give us economic
independence.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
Jugaad : A flexible approach to problem solving that uses limited resources in an innovative
way. Development research takes into consideration existing knowledge and employs
towards producing new materials , products , devices , installing new processes systems and
services or improving existing ones substantially. Development research results in design
and actualization of prototype and processes . Engineering makes use of the end products to
produce commercial outputs .According to Brundtland sustainable development is
development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs.
SOLUTION TO UN ROAD SAFETY DECADE
These theorems brings (modernize) change in society in the transportation sector .
AUTOMATIC BRAKES WITH ACCIDENTAL FORCES ROBOT THEOREMS for
controlling misspent energy mishaps on roads REMOTE CONTROL ,long distance
automatic alarm.
1 THEOREM If infrared /radio signals are transmitted from front part in vehicle A, to
receiver in vehicle B front position receives to complete the circuit and put on electric
(robot ) alarm to alert driver.^4 ( robot: receivers and transmitters) REMOTE CONTROL:
medium distance. Automatic brakes application , Robot complete the circuit and put on
electric magnets to apply vehicle brakes before accidents then accidental effect decreases
.Front vehicle A back transmitters control vehicle B front receivers when back vehicle
reaches nearer.
MECHANIC BRAKES: NO DISTANCE, ACCIDENT
THEOREM if vehicles approach nearer initially they touch the extended net and fluid or air
pillows ,in vehicles front position of vehicles can transfer accidental forces to vehicle
brakes ,cut fuel supply ,stop vehicles , inertia forces compress shock absorbs then accidental
effects decrease^5.
2 NOISE SUPPRESS ROTATING CUPS IN SILENCER
THEOREM if noise waves are made to fall on freely rotatable cups .Noise rotate the cups
and convert as mechanical energy then gas velocity decrease .Low velocity gases can be
easily captured in a fuel tank size tank to convert as water gas or to reuse with
chromatography^6.
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SOLUTION TO UN DECADE OF SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL
This theorem brings (modernize) change in Science or in the energy sector.
MASS addition or deletion strengthens or weakens the body. nature or body dominate one or
leads to instability.
WHIRL WIND WHEEL - WHEEL REVOLUTION WITH AIR REACTOR
3 AIR - VACUUM REACTOR THEOREM : If a permanent vacuum^7 ( low pressure
area or shifting masses) is arranged in a cylindrical shaped body fixed with six pistons with
bores to its sides like a regular hexagon and connected to an axle at its Centre then
atmosphere push the obstructed pistons inwards and keep the cylinder in rotation with
outside high pressure as long as there is pressure difference like spokes covered anemometer
cups since Nature abhors a vacuum (GIBBS FREE ENERGY) Rotating axes if connected to
generator generate power like vertical Axis windmill without interruption as per the need.
This theorem bring (modernize) change in technology or in energy sector.
SATELLITE ON THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH FOR POWER GENERATION
WITH FREE GRAVITY AS A SOURCE (CONVERSION OF POTENTIAL ENERGY
TO KINETIC ENERGY)
4 THEOREM : if we keep a body Mg(source) on an inclined surface on hollow (mass
deletion or shifting masses) right angle isosceles triangle shaped body fixed with wheels at
its base is sink with mg. Body weight Mg, total energy equal to potential energy + kinetic
energy becomes horizontal force and by converting potential energy to kinetic energy it can
push sink along with it then it will be in motion. Gravity a central force can generate power
in the need^8 .If wheels are replaced with toothed wheels on another toothed wheels and
connected to generator it can generate green energy like perpetual motion machines.^9
All these can be proved with experimentally proven facts only. Indian aspirations fulfil with
this theorems and Indian traditional knowledge, Scientific Heritage regains its value in the
scientific world
SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND THE RATE OF SOCIAL CHANGE.
Technology has established itself as a powerful agent of social change .The more the society
is advanced
the more it encourages technology and as a result the more it gets changed due to
technology . And the more rapid technological change , the more rapid is social change that
it generates. Significant technological changes have taken place in the past 70- 80 years.
For a long period in a history , people lived in a world little different from that of their
parents . Parents expected their children and grandchildren to live much the same lives as
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they did. The traditional societies assume an almost unchanging social world and are
typically very suspicious of change . On the contrary in modern societies , however people
accept change as the norm. They look for novelty, new experiences and new Ventures
People expect constant improvements in their material environment. This fact has been
beautifully explained by ALWYN Toffler in his famous book FUTURE SHOCK. He has
argued that we are living in a permanent State of future shock .The future he contends
,continually intrudes into the stability of the present .Ours is a throwaway society in which
change takes place faster than our ability to adjust to it. The technological change has its
implications on almost every aspect of society .Some examples,1. Advancement in the
medical field has lengthened life expectancy and brought down the death rate and this has
radically altered the population structure. 2. Innovation in the field of industry has turned
thousands of workers as unemployed persons. Old manufacturing machineries have become
obsolete within a few years. 3 Cultural activities of the people have undergone
Revolutionary changes due to such innovation as radio television cinema computer and
phonograph records.4 The socialization process has become more Complex in modern
society . The elderly people can no longer pass on safely the age old culture to their children.
MARGRET MEAD hints at it in a curious way . she suggests that the pace of technological
change is now so great that the old and the young live in quite different worlds so much so
that, in a sense, the parents have no children and the children no parents. For the first . time
in history, she points out, the old are no longer the main source of wisdom and knowledge
in the community . The young often know more relevant information about the modern
world than their parents. it is Indeed beyond imagination to say with certainty about the
direction dynamics and the dimensions of technology. It is bound to grow with ever greater
speed. Since technology is a part of society it is sure to affect and influence the course of
our social life. People in the days to come would find it more and more difficult to
adjust and accommodate themselves to the ever growing Technology.

THE SOCIAL CONTROL OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
Science and Technology have been undergoing relatively fast changes .These changes do
not always guarantee beneficial results for society and people. These changes may often
give rise to some special problems also . At the same time we have not been able to develop
a system to exercise control over scientific and technological innovations . Our failure in this
regard has further added to this problem. example.
PROBLEM RELATED TO THE NATURE AND QUALITY OF ENVIRONMENT.
Environment has been the first casualty as for a scientific and technological innovations are
concerned . A relatively unsystematic and uncontrolled scientific and technological advance
may have many unforeseen social effects particularly on the quality of environment.
Examples: Due to excessive use of chemicals and artificial fertilizers, soil impoverishment
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has taken place in many nations. Food additives may contribute to human cancer blood
pressure and diabetes weakness and other diseases. Atmospheric pollution caused by man
may lead to climate changes that could cause a new Ice Age .Gases sprayed through aero
planes may interfere with the planet's Ozone Layer and allow dangerous radiation to reach
the surface of the earth. Problem of non-scientists dictating terms to scientist regarding
Science and Technology. There is the problem of non scientists giving orders or directions
as to what scientists should do and should not to do. What researchers to pursue and what to
drop out and so on. If it is a question of imposing restrictions on research it again becomes
difficult to decide it the nature of restriction ^1.It becomes impossible for the scientist with
conscience to receive such orders or commands at the hands of unqualified persons.
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY RELATION WITH SOCIETY.
The irresistibility of Science and Technology. Science and Technology have become a
powerful force now. It is very difficult ,if not impossible to resist their temptation . Once set
in motion, they cannot be stopped . Any attempt to prohibit new scientific technological
research would soon put us in the backwaters of history. Because all sciences are interrelated
and interdependent discoveries in one field open new vistas in others . This resembles
Perpetual motion and anti perpetual motion. Science and technological advancements spread
very fast .In fact it is very difficult to maintain secrecy in the realm of science and
Technology . Anything that scientists and engineers technicians in industry or nations can do
,the scientist, engineers of any advanced country can duplicate. Given a little time and a lot
of money, techniques involved in the new innovations are often stolen illegally. The finding
of science and Technology can never be secret for long.

THE QUESTION OF CONTROLLING SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
Now the question before us is - can people control science and Technology -- ? The answer
the question is an emphatic yes ,it is yes .only if there are other values which are more
important and precious . When people make reckless use of Technology, science gets blame.
As we see it today, political control of scientific and technological research is increasing.
The autonomy of science diminishes as the domination of the governments grows . Popular
skepticism is also increasing about science and technology especially after the two world
wars and the recent war between Iraq on the one hand and America and European Union on
the other. Hence there is an urgent social change to find some means of ensuring that science
and Technology continue to develop in the direction of serving humanity rather than
destroying it.
According to Gandhi our work and words are clear evidence of our self transcending nature .
We work in order to have what we do not have in and for us at the moment. Work is not only
an acquisitive Enterprise but also an act of going beyond. Similarly our words are not
merely expressive of our selves or around ourselves but also communicative of our needs
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.^10. A sense of want negation within ourselves or around ourselves are often found to be
responsible for our words written or oral .Even in our writing we go out ourselves .This
self-extending exercise is more clearly evident in our speech acts . Our interesting words are
more clearly evident in our speech acts .Our interesting words are ideological in most cases
.Even monologue is a simulated dialogue. since work and words are silently addressed to
and oriented by others , their needs and expectations . Our use of language is objectively
required to be not only meaningful but also communicatively successful. It is in and through
meaningful acts of communication that we enlarge our world .get the needed feedback from
the world around us. Freedom cannot be easily crushed unless we silently acquiesce to this
exercise .The relation between our freedom and that what negates this freedom are both
rooted in our own self existence. We are both Producers and Consumers of our freedom .
The patterns of our production and those of consumption cannot certainly be determined
entirety by ourselves. Nor would it be correct to assert that these patterns are wholly imposed
upon us by our attending institutions and Technology .Here lies the perilous as well as the
promising field of our responsibility. Forms of technology come and go. In most cases these
are not renewable. But the needs and the minds underlying those needs which invite new
technology and reject the obsolete one maintain their identity and continuity in an intimate
and identifiable way. This suggests that as workers and thinkers we are at an advantage
vis-a-vis our technology and institutions. we can control them more effectively than they
can possibly control us. Here seems to lie the key to proper understanding of mantechnology relationship.
CONCLUSION.
Abundant electricity production with perpetual motion machines at low cost at all places can
improve efficiency in another sectors like Education, Health, agriculture and industrial
sectors can modernize the world with low carbon emissions.
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AUTOMATIC BRAKES WITH ACCIDENTAL FORCES / ROBOT
AUTHOR ; J . HARIHARAREDDY . B.SC ,B.Ed , MA.
ABSTRACT

Automatic brakes with accidental forces for all vehicles to minimize accidental deaths on roads
is a solution to UN ROAD SAFETY DECADE under national activities pillar 3 to the uptake of
new technologies for safer vehicles. This is in two theorems .(Digital and Mechanical) 1.If
infrared signals are transmitted from vehicle A, front part to receiver in vehicle B front position,
receiver receives , put on electric magnet and stop the vehicle before five to ten feets distance
in between them then accidental effects decrease. Vehicles

A and B

have transmitters,

receivers and electric magnets in front and back..If it fails then automatic brakes with accidental
forces work immediately. (Mechanical) 2. If vehicles approach nearer , initially they touch fluid
or air pillows in the front position, transfer accidental forces to brakes, cut fuel supply and stop
the vehicles then accidental effects decrease and inertia compress shock absorbs. Vehicles A
and B have air pillows , shock absorbs and force transfer tools .These arrangements in every
vehicle may be

made mandatory.

This may be more effective than the GPS or global

positioning system for tracking vehicles with a chip in all vehicles. Since There are no long
distance travel or communication satellites and it is a local action at the same place. Ths is an
example for social and emotional learning skills in schools and colleges .According to jean
paiget the principle goal of education in the schools should be creating men and women who
are capable of doing new things ,not simply repeating what other generations have done. . A
man can survive

with a remote control in his hand

by stopping the nearing vehicle in

emergency.
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EDUCATION FOR PEACE AND SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT

INTRODUCTION

Nature is god and nature is a good teacher. Nature helped us to develop physically and
intellectually

to separate from animals and living beings Nature formed with five elements

Earth ,Air ,Water ,Fire and Sky .These elements keep us healthy and lively. Sound mind in a
sound body and sound body in sound environment .Our desires are our grievances .Lord
BUDDHA’s teachings changed king ASHOKA to left the wars and to plant trees beside the
roads for fresh air and shelter .It was

our ancestors environmental awareness.

LORD

BUDDHA ,King ASHOKA, GANDHI and at present WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION have
been trying to maintain peace in the society . UN declared 2011-2020 as road safety decade.
Transportation is a part and parcel of our development. There is no national problem that
required more attention than road accidents in under developing countries..India contributes to
8% fatalities with only 1 % of vehicle population. Accidental deaths are nobody desires but
always there are deaths on roads with somebody desires..National crime

records Bureau

statistics show 15 people die in our country every hour due to road traffic accidents (RTA). The
average cost of RTA s in India is approximately Rs 7 lakh crores. This does not include the
economic burden of permanent disability of more than 10 lakh people who survive in major
accidents every year . 85 % of the victims of these fatalities are men in the age group 20- 40
years^1. Majority of these men are the bread winners for their families..At present deaths on
the roads account for twice more than the death in India by the combination of all serious
diseases like maleria cholera HIV etc all put together .A developing country like India can
scarcely afford the financial and social burden of RTA s of this proportion. This paper throws
some light on the latest technologies to be implemented immediately. This can keep
approximately 1000 families remain in peace every day by controlling untimely deaths on roads.
Education can solve peace and sustainability problems along with all our strong desired
problems with science and technology like digitalization which is based on education. Education
is the powerful weapon to lead the humanity towards kindness.
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ROAD TRAFFIC A BANE OR BOON?
Transportation is a source for development and it is a boon. But in under developing countries
due to lack of wide roads, education and with no proper technological improvements in vehicles,
it became a bane.

ROAD TRAFFIC INJURIES (WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION REPORTROAD TRAFFIC SAFETY DECADE 2011-2020)
•

There is no national problem that requires more attention than the one which results in a
death,in every 4 minutes, disabling 4 citizens every minute, a loss of 3% GDP every
year, a loss of Rs.7 Lakh Crores in primary treatment and an unspecified amount lost in
physical disability (The Hindu dated August 22, 2013, New Delhi)

•

About 1.24 million people die each year as a result of road traffic crashes^5..

•

Road traffic injuries are the leading cause of death among young people, aged 15–29
years^6.

•

91% of the world's fatalities on the roads occur in low-income and middle-income
countries, even though these countries have approximately half of the world's vehicles.

•

Half of those dying on the world’s roads are “vulnerable road users”: pedestrians,
cyclists and motorcyclists.

•

Without action, road traffic crashes are predicted to result in the deaths of around 1.9
million people annually by 2020.

•

Only 28 countries, representing 416 million people (7% of the world’s population), have
adequate laws that address all five risk factors (speed, drink-driving, helmets, seat-belts
and child restraints).

•

All the above misfortunes can be controlled with the help of automatic brakes with
accidental forces.

HUMAN BEHAVIOR:
In order to establish effective accident prevention measures it becomes important to
1. To understand the sequence of events and circumstances leading to occurrence of an
accident.
2. To be able to isolate essential factors contributing to the occurrence of an accident.
These factors represent a constant challenge to people in the accidents prevention field to work
towards a continual reduction of accident rate. This waste of human talent could have been
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avoided if each person would have incorporated positive safety values into his philosophy of life.
For an individual the importance of safety may determine the extent and length of his
contribution to society and the fulfillment of his personal ambitions. A person’s philosophy of life
is the integration of all his acquired knowledge and experience into a pattern of human behavior.
This behavior is controlled by values, attitudes and habits that in tern are developed and
modified by acquisition of new knowledge and experience. Research in this area involves the
prevention of accidental effects by controlling the physical world or developing devices that will
help to reduce the possibility of accidental effects. These areas can be subjected to
experimental types of research with greater ease than research in the behavioral sciences. It is
easier to establish controls and hold variables constant when working with materials such as
automatic brakes with accidental forces than when working with the fluctuating characteristics of
humans. It is less expensive to prevent accidental effects than to repair it up afterwards i.e.
deaths and disabilities.
THEOREM1. If infrared signals are transmitted from vehicle A, front part to receiver in
vehicle B front position, receiver receives , put on electric magnet and stop the vehicle
before five to ten feet distance in between them then accidental effects decrease.
Vehicles A and B have transmitters, receivers and electric magnets. .
REMOTE CONTROL - ROBOT

A SYSTEM for controlling machinery from a distance by by infrared or radio signals .example
a remote control gadget for changing TV stations and AC remote control to set
temperature and door locking remote controls . This gadgets can be used for escaping
accidents on roads by fixing them in front of all vehicles. A remote control system
commonly has two parts .transmit and receive .These two parts are to be fixed in front
and back of all vehicles to put on brakes and to cut fuel supply to avoid accidents.
These are to be in on condition while in motion and at dangerous places but they don’t
work .They work only when the vehicles reach nearer without human effort, hence it is a
robot. A motion detector is device that detects moving objects. Such a device is often
integrated as a component of a system that automatically perform a task or alerts a user
of motion in an area. An occupancy sensor detects the presence of an object within a
certain space. Motion controllers are also used for viedeo game consols as game
controllers . A camera can also allow the body’s movements to be used as input device,
such as in the kinect system . If it fails then Automatic brakes with accidental forces
become active to save lives.
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J INFRARED SIGNALS- NET ,transmit accidental force to the brakes. H Cuboid shaped
box. S. Shock absorbs R Springs to resist air force .B .Battery connection to electric
magnets those apply brakes. P .Switch on pushers .W .Wheels .K .Force transmit rods .
,

THEOREM 2. If vehicles approach nearer, initially they touch the net and fluid or
air pillows in the front position ,transfer accidental forces to brakes, cut fuel
supply and stop the vehicles then accidental effects decrease and inertia
compress shock absorbs. Vehicles A and B have air pillows, shock absorbs and
force transfer tools .These arrangements

in every vehicle may be

made

mandatory..
There is no national problem that required more attention than the road accidents. That problem
can be solved if we implement automatic brakes with accidental forces. Entire bumper surface
area covered with fluid bag (Fluid pillow) acts like driver brake pedal to apply brakes, to stop the
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vehicle. Stopping vehicles is preventing accidents and its bad effects. Net which can oscillate
like window connected with battery fixed at bumpers oscillate with collision force and applies
brakes and stop vehicles. Low height vehicles with reversible pendulum vertically upwards and
normal height vehicles with vertically downwards nets oscillates with only collision force.

The motor vehicle as it is emerged in the early part of the twentieth century brought with it a
new concept of mobility that materially improved the life style of the world and it brought with it
many serious social and economic problems in the form of accidents with deaths, injuries and
destroying the properties. Safety in transport is an important element of the environmental
assessment and is a major concern in the world. Misspent energy becomes mishaps. With the
industry having suffered from near absence of technological improvements in design and
manufacture of vehicles, there is need to affect these changes immediately. It is easier to
establish control and hold variables constant when working with materials such as automatic
brakes with accidental forces than when working with fluctuating characteristics of humans.
Misspent energy can be used for useful purpose with the help of vehicle protector. At bumper
and in between net and shock absorbers a filled fluid bag connected with brakes to be arranged
which can transfer any direction collision force to brakes. Shock absorbers have to be adopted
at bumpers for all vehicles using a cuboid shaped box consisting of fluid bag, strong springs. In
front of the box, a delicate rectangular sieve or net with big holes is connected to front ends of
horizontal rods which pass through the shock absorbers and the other ends of the horizontal
rods are connected to an electric circuit which has electric magnet and can pull the pedal which
is connected to the brakes. There are small springs around horizontal rods between the box and
the net. These small springs resist air force on the net and would not allow it towards brakes but
they cannot resist other forces such as other vehicles, fixed objects, human and animal collision
with the net. During accidents vehicles apply force one on another net and they made nets to
move backwards, to work automatic brakes, to cut fuel supply and to reduce vehicle velocities.
Due to kinetic energy even after application of the brakes, vehicles move without rotating the
wheels and compress the shock absorbs. Thus accidental forces cease without destructing the
vehicles and lives to certain limits.
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PASCAL LAW:
In a confined fluid externally applied pressure is transmitted uniformly in all directions. In a static
fluid force is transmitted at the speed of sound throughout the fluid and acts at right angles to
any surface in or bounding the fluid^4.

PASCAL EXPERIMENT:

FORCE FROM THREE SIDES OR ANY SIDE GO TO ONE SIDE THAT IS TO BRAKE LINE.
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TECHNOLOGY UPGRADATION:

.
J.Net transmit accidental force to the brakes,F Fluid bag.H.Cuboid shaped box.R
.Springs to resist air forces.S.Connection to electric magnet.W.Wheels.S,Shock
absorbs.B.Battery.P.Switch on pushers.K.Force transmit rods.
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Attacking the accident problem depends on the technology up gradation. Many road mishaps
demand split second decisions and responses. But in many cases it is not possible and causing
accidents. So there is need to develop automatic electric brakes with accidental forces which
can work without the efforts by driver in the emergency. Shock absorbs have to be adopted at
bumpers for all the vehicles using a cuboid shaped box consisting of fluid bag, strong springs. In
front of the box a delicate rectangular net or sleeve with big holes connected to front ends of the
horizontal rods which pass through shock absorber and the other ends are connected to an
electric circuit which has an electric magnet and it can pull the pedal which is connected to the
brakes. There are small springs around the horizontal rods between the box and the net. These
springs resist air force on the net and would not allow air force towards brakes, but they cannot
resist other forces such as other vehicles, fixed objects, pillars, houses, motor cycles, animals,
human collision with the net. During accidents vehicles apply force one on another nets, nets
move backward, applies force on fluid bag and made automatic brakes to work. When the pedal
is pulled by electric magnet at one end the increase in pressure is transmitted to the other end
of the tube. A large thrust acts on the piston and it is pushed towards the rim of the wheel. In
this way a small force on the net produced a large retarding force on the wheel and reduces
vehicle’s velocities. The force on the net can stop the fuel supply too. Due to kinetic energy
even after the application of the brakes vehicles move without rotating the wheels and compress
the shock absorbers. Thus accidental forces cease without destructing the vehicles and lives.

SAFETY FEATURES:
Accidental collision forces can be decreased in the following ways
•

Fluid rubber bag transmit any direction accident collision force in all directions(Pascal
law) and applies on circuit to complete and apply brake and once applied brake do not
come to rest due to one side movement tools, in one direction it slips and in opposite
direction it catches.

•

This force through iron rods goes and automatically switch on electric circuit and activate
electro magnet to apply brakes.

•

This force can be used to apply brakes like driver but not by driver with proper
mechanical connections.

•

This force automatically cut the fuel supply.

•

This inertia force compresses shock absorbers and decrease vehicle damage^4
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•

This large force can be used as inverse to bramah press or hydraulic lifting machine.

•

One family one child accident death can be prevented and decreased to save that
family.

This will be the solution for road accidents problem and an innovative technology for nation
building. Patents and efforts on anti collision devices are appreciable but this essential
protector will be automatic brakes with accidental forces and also this safety brakes are
essential for under developing country like India with more population, more vehicles, and
narrow roads. Earth movers like JCB are the examples to control shock forces, accident
collision is similar to JCB attempts to push and or to pull in opposite directions .Thus destructive
accidental forces nullify and save lives ,environment and properties.
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NOISE SUPPRESS ROTATING CUPS IN SILENCERS (NOISE WHEEL/CHAKRA)
NAME OF THE AUTHOR: J HARIHARA REDDY
ABSTRACT
Lord GANESHA wrote the Mahabharata, as it was recited to him by the sage Veda
vyasa. According to the life hacker ,this was done on the condition that vyasa wouldn't stop
while writing, besides the condition that Ganesha would not merely write it but also understand
every versa of it. Popular legends say that it took both of them three years of continuous
speaking and writing to complete the impossible epic. This shows the power of sound and this
is an example of our learning skills like look, listen, speak, read (understand) and write
Knowledge can transfer from one generation to other in this way. We together can change
impossible to possible. In our stampede for bigger and better we are setting our environment
in vibration with heavy traffic on roads with heavy vehicles. The average noise level of 97.6
dB obtained exceeded the World health organisation value of 50 dB allowed for residential
areas. Noise can seriously influence human mental physical health. It can minimize with this
theorem. IF NOISE WAVES ARE MADE TO FALL ON FREELY ROTATABLE
CUPS,NOISE

ROTATES

THE

CUPS

AND

CONVERT

AS

MECHANICAL

ENERGY THEN NOISE POLLUTION SUPPRESS AND DECREASE GAS VELOCITY.
LOW VELOCITY GASES CAN BE EASILY CAPTURED IN A FUEL TANK SIZE TANK
TO CONVERT AS WATERGAS FOR REUSE. Thus noise and gas pollution can be controlled
in environment. (The law of conservation of energy and mass) INDIAN TRADITIONAL
KNOWLEDGE CLASSIFICATION shows that "WE SHOULD NOT REINVENT WHEEL "
but this wheel rotates with noise hence this may be called NOISE WHEEL or NOISE
CHAKRA like all chakras that are solving our many problems. This is urgently required to the
public

and

EDUCATION

by

WHO

for

survival

FOR

PEACE

AND

from

SUSTAINABLE

noise

effects.

DEVELOPMENT

SILENCER EDUCATION AND NOISE REDUCTION.
INTRODUCTION
Sound is due to some sort of mechanical disturbance propagating through a material
medium. This mechanical disturbance may be either of a periodic or of a non periodic character.
If it is a periodic, regular and long continued it produces a pleasing effect. They are called
musical sounds. but if it is non periodic, irregular and of very short duration ,produces a
displeasing effect. It is called a noise .A noise is an abrupt sound of a complex character with
1

an irregular period and amplitude originating from a source in non periodic motion. Sound is
hazardous in many situations but is of interest to wide variety of disciplines It has applications
in medical science health monitoring, music composition communication, space science ,broad
casting, television, oceanography and engineering etc. The level of sound in a particular
situation

determines

whether

it

has

harmful

effects

or

not.

Vehicles pollute environment with gasses and noise. Gases like Halahala 1 or kalakuta , black
mass or time is the name of poison created from the sea when Devas deites and asuras demons
churned it2 (samudramantan) in order to obtain Amirta, the nector of immortality. Lord shiva
choose to consume the poison and thus drank it .His wife the goddess Parvati was alarmed as
she gripped her husband's neck with both hands inorder to stop the poision. thus earning him
the name vishakanta (the one who held poision in his throat. He was later saved by mahavidya
tara.a from of parvati. The poision throat blue like bluish .Hence he is also known as
Neelakanta. Pallikondeswara temple surutapalli. The presiding deity Pallikondeswara unlike
other siva temples will be reclining posture in the lap of his consort Parvathi. we don't have
such capacity but we have chromotagraphy to devide gases and reuse them. At present we have
abundant raw material from vehicles emissions This is possible by capturing the law of
conservation of mass . The mass quantity before reaction is equal to the amount of mass after
the reaction so fuel tank size tank is enough to capture the gases for reuse. Initiation in this
direction can solve noise pollution problem.
Misspent energy becomes mishaps; energy saved is energy produced,
captured energy becomes treasure or pleasure. Misspent energy can be reused
to suppress Environmental problems and can get economical gain. We know that
increase in number of vehicles or increase in noise and gas pollution leads to
Global warming which increases temperature of earth.

Noise pollution

unwanted or disturbing sound which can interfere in normal activities3

is an
for

humans and wildlife such as sleeping, conversation, reproduction, communication
and disrupt or diminish one’s quality of life. Noise pollution can negatively impact
the body in significant ways, including elevated blood pressure, impaired cognitive
functioning, cardiovascular and psycho physiological effects, cause heart attacks,
reduce performance, provoke annoyance responses

and

changes in social

behavior and other effects of chronic stress. Long term exposure to traffic noise
may lead to coronary heart disease and accounts for approximately 210,000
deaths per year in Europe4. There are more than 2 Million deaths in India due to
2

pollution.
We can see in heavy traffic areas that the level of air pollution is very
high as we feel uncomfortable and even feel itching in our eyes in such areas.
Increasing air pollution is a danger sign for all organisms on earth.
gases coming out from all types of automobiles

contains

mainly

Exhaust
carbon

monoxide, carbon dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, hydrocarbons, sulphur dioxide and
other harmful gases. These gases are very harmful

for our environment and

ecological system. This project is an attempt to solve the problem of high pollution
level in cities due to automobiles at heavy traffic areas. This project helps us to
reduce the noise and air pollution caused by the vehicles.
LAW OF CONSERVATION OF ENERGY:
Energy can be defined as the capacity for doing work. It may exist in various
forms and may be transformed from one type energy to another. One way to state
this principle is “Energy can neither be created nor destroyed “. Sound energy is
also a type of wave motion, we heard by others when we talk because of the
sound energy we produce. It is due to the effect of the air molecules hit our
eardrums, which enable us to hear others speech. Sound energy may be converted
into electrical energy, and later the electrical energy can be converted back into
sound energy at the receiving end. An example of such transmissions could be seen
in the microphone and the loudspeaker3.
While talking on telephone, the sound we produce is first transformed into
electrical energy by the microphone that is transmitted along wires. In the case of
cellular phones, the sound is converted into electromagnetic waves and transmitted
through the air. The speaker of the phone on the other end changes the electrical
energy/electromagnetic waves back into sound energy.
MATERIALS REQUIRED
Rotors, cups, bearings dynamo, cylinder to capture gas, water to dissolve gas.

3

CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING
Sound waves exert pressure. If a train of waves are made to fall on a delicately
pivoted set of small vanes (or on Anemometer cups), the vanes get into rotation
thus revealing the pressure. At the same time sound waves cease and convert as
mechanical energy. In the modified design of silencer, there are Anemometers in
the silencer and noise waves are made to fall on its cups or blades. Although noise
will rarely disappear but by applying the law of conservation of energy with the
help of turnable vanes in the path of sound in silencers, noises can be converted
as mechanical energy to rotate the rotors and to reduce noise to acceptable levels,
health hazards due to noise can be minimized. Dust and soot falls down in the
rotor chamber. At low speeds vanes may or may not rotate but may do virtual work
without obstructing gas flow. Thus this is effective for all vehicles in high
speeds and always useful for motorcycles, heavy vehicles and tractors, bore
drilling machines, JCBs, bulldozers in the farm. This was practically proved on tractor
in the field.
This will be one of the most effective control methods for suppression of
noise particularly because of low cost and easy technique and indigenous this
approach could be successful near future because humans speaking low noise in
60 decibels are being converted as electrical energy in telephone conversation.
Crackers sound make doors and windows to vibrate with little high decibels. Road
vehicles sound is more than 60 decibels so it is easy to convert vehicles noise to
mechanical energy to generate power with Rotors and Dynamo.
GAS POLLUTION:
Rotors decrease noise as well as gas speed. direct attack of gases on eyes
too decrease as gas velocity decreases. Emission gases are heavier than air and
this slow speed gases can easily be captured in a tank containing water. Gases
dissolve in water and can be used for conversion into water gas or producer gas
which can be used as fuel gas for heating purposes like kerosene. Separation
of

gases

is

possible

with

adsorption

4

and chromatography.

LAW OF CONSERVATION OF MASS:
Fuel or mass before reaction is more (volume) after reaction because
fuel burns and converts into heat. Only waste mass comes out that will be less.
Waste mass or partially burnt mass can be captured in a small tank. Seven million
premature air pollution deaths can be reduced if the captured gases are converted as
producer gas or water gas and if vehicular emissions are not added to the atmosphere.
Rotors in silencer suppresses noise pollution, decrease gas velocity to
capture and to Sound Rotors in Silencer: Supress noise pollution and generate power
gas speed decrease it can be captured in cylinder and made as fuel gas with water, air
absorption and chromotography

1. Cup 2.Dynamo

3.Exhaust gases 4.Water

5.Axle 6.Bulb 7.Dust & soot
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1. Cup 2.Dynamo

3.Exhaust gases 4.Water 5.Axle 6.Bulb 7.Dust & soot

Rotors in Silencer: Supress noise pollution and generate power gas speed
decrease it can be captured in cylinder and made as fuel gas and control air pollution
with adsorption and chromotography.
Results
It ensures lowering of the noise and gas pollution level in air due to
automobiles. thus we, not only save our earth from pollution but also generate power
from noise and useful water gas or producer gas from disturbing gases which can be
used as abundant free raw material. That decrease the general gas use and can be
used like kirocine and economically gainful. Occupational hazards to health can
overcome with this innovative techniques and it is cost effective and environmental
friendly waste management. Air pollution is severe than AIDS. If ever increasing
pollution problem is controlled, it may equal to AIDS control which is a great help to
all living beings and also to the environment.
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WHIRL WIND WHEEL - WHEEL REVOLUTION WITH AIR REACTOR
NAME OF THE AUTHOR ; DR J HARIHARA REDDY
hariharareddyjeepalem@gmail.com
ABSTRACT
We have many stories of change - case study challenges for human survival with the efforts for
constructing perpetual motion machines. We need eco friendly and low cost machines NOT
PERPETUALMOTION. Air filled balloon moves if there is leak and atmospheric pressure push
the piston into empty syringe since wind blows from high pressure area to low pressure area
.work in two cases is reversible and displacement. Work is not thermodynamic property. This
happens due to Newton’s third law of motion. This is the base for a new statement or AIR
REACTOR THEOREM. IF A PERMANENT VACUUM IS ARRANGED (LOW PRESSURE
AREA ) IN A CYLINDRICAL SHAPED BODY FIXED WITH SIX BORE AND PISTONS TO
ITS SIDES LIKE A REGULAR HEXAGON AND CONNECTED TO AN AXLE AT ITS
CENTRE THEN ATMOSPHERE PUSH THE PISTONS INWARDS AND KEEP CYLINDER
IN ROTATION. Whirlwind wheel generate power while natural wind blow and artificial vacuum
in whirl wind wheel make it to continue even when wind do not blow. Whirlwind wheel looks like
JCB big wheel and works like a vertical Axis windmill. Evacuation pump down action time is
equal to 2.3 v/s log (P a /P i). Nature abhors vacuum will become reaction. We make vacuum exist
in it always with pump. Evacuation develops a negative Gibbs free energy. Delta G is equal to -nrt ln (p a /p i) equal to nrt ln (pi /p a). Atmosphere tries to fill the vacuum with Pistons but
obstruction rods not allow pistons to move inside and transfer force to keep the cylinder in rotation
due to difference in drag coefficient (1.4 - 0.4) concave and convex shapes and pressure difference
in and outside. The resultant force is sum of couple of moments that is equal to n times the area of
hexagon. If vacuum remains in a cylinder with six pistons around it like a regular hexagon and
connected to an axle at its centre then atmosphere push the pistons and keep cylinder in rotation
.Transitional energy is energy in motion and as such can move across its system boundaries.
Jafferays theorem states that if temperature gradients are maintained at any level surface in the
atmospheric Ocean motion will persist .cooling or vacuum may be just as effective as heating in
initiating atmospheric motion... Work done by whirlwind wheel may be less than or equal to work
done on it. Work done time by it is greater than work done time on it. It receives initiating energy
from us and avail inexhaustible atmospheric pressure to work long time. Since Leak rate is
minimum. If leak rate is reduced to 10 ^ - 10 torr liters per second then the equilibrium time will
be 240 years. Large vacuum area and large concave front surface area and minimum leak rate
increase its capacity. This can lift weights vertically up with proper arrangements .the resultant
force of two opposite vectors that is concave and convex shaped cups and with vacuum in between
them. Aero plane is a fluid power fruit and it works with difference in pressure and drag
coefficients .Whirl wind wheel work is similar to it. In aero plane pressure difference in two parts
are open. But in Whirl wind wheel low pressure area sink is closed, source is open atmosphere
.This can work at required time but NOT PERPETUAL MOTION
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Culture is seen as enriching realm that opens up new dimensions to human consciousness and
existence. The concept of perpetual motion is India's gift, a statement by Royal Academy of
sciences. ORFFYREUS Author, innovator on PERPETUAL MOTION MACHINES (PPM), I am
being crazy and silly. Even if my wife divorced me ,I saw my children stand on road like beggars
still I wouldn't call PPM BHASKARA CAGE but call it SAGE BHASKARA MESSAGE and
perpetual motion not Indian box but an age old INDIAN HERITAGE full of wisdom. The earliest
reference to a perpetual motion (Nature's free energy) matches date back to1150, when
BHASKARA II described a wheel that he claimed would run forever. These are now known as
Indo Persian machines like Indo Arabic numbers Bhaskara II observed water - raising wheels and
imagined such a wheel lifting enough water to replenish the stream driving it effectively 'A PPM’.
This device that harness water power for local production is a symbol of local technical excellence
and the traditional wisdom of the people inhabiting the mountain region. The word Renaissance
implying a renewed interest in classical culture and knowledge. But regardless of various cultures
and Civilizations that have influenced science, what is common to all scientists is that they study
natural phenomena with an appropriate set of rules, to make generalizations and prediction about
nature. JUGAAD :A flexible approach to problem solving that uses limited resources in an
innovative way .Development research takes in to consideration existing knowledge and employs
it towards producing new materials, products or devices installing new processes, systems and
services ,or improving existing ones substantially. Development research results in design and
actualization of prototype and processes ,engineering makes use of the end products to produce
commercial outputs. Thermodynamics impossible laws have no proofs hence they can be ignored
and reinstate our wisdom with BHASKARA II designs on PPMs. International Universities are
conducting competitions on PPM and they realise that PPM is the way to go for energy
independence.
Why can't we? Yes, we can with AIR –REACTOR THEOREM. which is a solution to SOLUTION
TO UN DECADE OF SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL
.
This
can be proved with experimentally proved facts only. Indian aspirations fulfil with this theorem or
reform, Indian traditional knowledge, scientific heritage regains its value in the scientific world.
Sound mind in a sound body. Sound body in sound environment. Transportation is polluting
environment with heavy carbon emissions .Carbon emissions pollute food and deteriorate health .
Un burnt fuels or misspent energy mishaps. All these are due to lack of right energy or proper use
of resources as in BHASKARA II perpetual motion machines PPM[Natures free energy].

If . Bhaskara II efforts were continued, we didn't have energy trade restrictions , warming ,
acid rains and no rains. Mass addition or deletion strengthen or weaken the body. Nature or body
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dominate one on another or leads to unstable like. AIR - VACUUM REACTOR THEOREM,
or utility reforms in the use of resources and Environment This theorem can bring great change
in the entire world in transportation, environment and energy sectors. electric vehicles with high
velocity make a new world with low pollution . Abundant electricity can improve efficiency in
other sectors .We can see BHASKARA II machine culture in world like Indian numbers.
Temperature regulation leads to monsoon regulation .Proper rains control famines. This reform
is a solution UN DECADE OF SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL One idea ,reform can
change the world. Yesterdays tantra, thought , todays mantra-expression, tomorrows yantra,
machine is possible.
.
WHIRLWIND WHEEL- WHEEL REVOLUTION WITH AIR REACTOR
AIR – VACUUM REACTOR THEOREM : If a permanent vacuum (low pressure area) is
arranged in a cylindrical shaped body fixed with six pistons with bores to its side like a regular
hexagon and connected to an axle at its centre then atmosphere push the obstructed pistons inwards
and keep the cylinder in rotation with outside high pressure as long as there is pressure difference
like spokes covered Anemometer cups since nature abhors a vacuum (GIBBS FREE ENERGY).
Rotating axes connected to generator generate power like vertical axes wind mill without
interruption as per need.
INDIAN CULTURE AND CIVILIZATION

What we are is our culture, what we use is our civilization. culture and Civilization both are
embodiments and expressions of creative activity of human beings .They are the results of
Creative human seeking and aspirations.. physical and biological aspects of human existence and
seeking are taken to be embodied in civilization, where as spiritual and transcendence related to
aspects of aspirations or taken to be reflected and expressed it in culture. Civilization is supposed
to be related primary to the physical and objective dimensions of the society. Civilization is
conceived more as related to Survival and preservation .culture on other hand is seen as enriching
realm that opens up new dimensions to human consciousness and existence . Thus when human
creativity is directed towards pragmatic and utilitarian ends it is consider to be produced
civilization; and when it is directed towards expanding the Horizon of human consciousness it is
said to be creating culture. In Civilization there is a necessary element of physical biological and
social adjustment. Civilizational achievement and attainments endow human beings with
minimum level of physical comfort ensuring survival and preservation.
Civilization reflects biophysical aspects of human existence but it would be pertinent to note here that it
has almost unanimously been accepted that necessary precondition for inculcation of mind in case of human
collectivity is a minimum level of welfare at the level of biophysical existence this minimum level of
comfort is managed through Civilization arrangements .civilization is taken to be primarily associated with
material well being and is considered to be consisting of those elements which are useful for human
existence. this minimum level of comfort is managed though they are significant mainly because of their
functional aspects as they fulfill some need rooted in biophysical dimension of human existence. it consists
mainly of means useful to master the forces of nature.
Civilization attainment are taken to be of help in human victory over nature in a way they are considered
to be the responses of animal in man to the challenges of nature. Civilization is considered to be
corresponding to the domain of utilities mechanisms and a purchase which human use in order to control
the conditions of their life in the outside world . the civilization is considered to be concerned with utilitarian
dimensions of human creations that serve as means to fulfill our needs and desires it is a voyage to Discover
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moments of bliss that intrinsic value as a opposite to any pragmatic and utilitarian price tag attached to them
The principle of conservation of energy of which mechanical work electricity and heat were only different
forms was the greatest physical discovery of the middle of the nineteenth century it brought many sciences
together and it fitted very well into the trend of the times. Energy became the universal currency of Physics-the gold standard ,as it were of changes in the universe. What had been established was a fixed rate of
exchange between the different energy currencies. between the calories of heat ,foot-pounds of work,
kilowatt hours of electricity. The whole of human activity industry ,transport, lighting, ultimately food
and life itself. was seen to depend on this one common term Energy. The study of heat and its
transformations was the one of great intellectual and even greater technical and economic importance for
the development of modern civilization. Limit less carbon emissions forced all the nations to search for non
conventional energy sources. WHIRL WIND WHEEL – WHEEL REVOLUTION WITH AIR REACTOR
can change worlds machine culture and civilization.

People have always searched for ways to make work easier, this was done by devising techniques
to use the limited energy they had at their disposal or by controlling new source of power for
example the events leading to the invention of the wheel. While the greatest Discovery was fire,
the wheel was the most remarkable invention .The wheel is original with human because there is
nothing like it in nature. Once started Humanity's ingenuity knew no bounds, nature inspired man
to harness wind energy by showing capacity to do work by pulling and pushing the objects. People
soon found that they could harness wind to propel boats, Grind grain and pump water. Man has
tried again and again to harness the wind for his own pleasure and profit. Wind energy has been
used for thousands of years to propel sailing ships and for pumping water and grinding grain. The
use by Egyptians dates back to 3600 BC and references to lifting water using machines run on
Wind contained in the 400 BC Kautilya classic Arthashaastra. Man has built wind mills which
drive milestones are complicated electric generator and he has constructed ships and aero planes
to make the best use of the air streams. The wind helps him in matters Great and Small but he does
not have them completely under control. Some of them leave him helpless and make a Mock of
his ingenuity wisdom and technical knowledge. Some atmospheric conditions can create a
movement of almost unbelievable force and when faced by these men is merely helpless dwarf
who can only pray for deliverance. One of these frightful winds is the Tornado. Originally the
name only referred to the Stormy squalls on the edge of rotating storms. Now a days we called all
the extraordinary violent Winds of small diameter Tornado it is certain that extremely hot air must
meet cold air before a tornado can be produced.

The first sailor learned to use wind to an advantage about ten thousand years ago. The discovery
probably occurred when the sailor stood up in the boat and found that the wind pushed the boat
along on a breezy day .The first sail boat could only sail with the wind. True sailing ships took
many hundreds of additional years to be developed. Sailing ships were usually fast and
economical, but they were always at the mercy of the wind. Similar to the wind mill that stops
when wind stops. The wind could vary from no wind at all to the force of gale or hurricane. In
such context man would be inspired to harness wind power perpetually .It may be called perpetual
motion machine. But cumulative experiences of ages concluded that it is impossible to construct a
perpetual motion machine which can produce energy without the expenditure of energy is
impossible. We have models in the nature on perpetual motion machines. Our universe is in
perpetual motion and our heart works perpetually till it dies and cool down that is it comes to
equilibrium. Finding so many sources of energy is a human achievement that has done a lot to
improve our quality of life. The air can generate no greater force in a small force than that
developed by a tornado. The wind velocities of a hurricane are much smaller but it causes even
greater devastation because its dimensions are very much larger ^!.A tornado and hurricane can
be compared to a pouncing and a steam roller.
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WIND ENERGY CONVERSION:
The shaft power from the wind turbine can be utilized for a wide variety of purposes including
electricity generation, direct pumping; direct mechanical work etc.The motion of the wind is
conveyed to the dynamo to generate electricity. The electricity so generated can be utilized
immediately, stored in batteries or fed up into the regional Power Grid. A better alternative would
be to pump water into a Reservoir or a huge tank, the release of water of this Reservoir tank during
windless periods would generate hydroelectricity as well as serve the purpose of irrigation. In this
manner the variable supply of wind generated electricity can be made more regular. The most
common wind turbine system involves a tower mounted multi bladed rotor facing into the wind,
rotating around a horizontal axis with the blades perpendicular to the Earth's surface and turning
an electricity generator or a mechanical gear box connected to its axis. The rotor may be 2 bladed
airplane propeller type or multi bladed fan type. Vertical Axis machines, some of whose rotors
look like egg beaters operate with the wind coming from any direction without change of the axis
of rotation. The maximum power that can be extracted from a wind turbine is 59.3 %. Horizontal
Axis machines achieve less than 70% of this theoretical maximum that is they are able to convert
about 42% of the kinetic energy following through the swept areas of the rotor blades into rotor
power and vertical Axis machines are significantly less efficient^12. Nearer to The Ground wind
velocities are low hence vertical Axis machine efficiency is usually low. But continuous work
performance and low cost construction can overcome this less efficiency condition. However
power required for evacuating air in whirl wind wheel is less so part of the power generated by the
whirlwind wheel can be used to power the pump the rest of the electric energy is to be supplied to
the electric network output. Once the system is started the whirlwind wheel produce electricity
indefinitely without requiring and energy input from by humans but it gets input from
inexhaustible atmosphere.
MASS AND ENERGY
Nature and energy are same because according to the theory of relativity mass and energy are
equal. Nature is mass and it is energy. Nature gives us air to breathe, gives us water to drink, food
to eat and the proper uses of natural resources is the growth which depends on labor and capital.
According to Manu conversion of waste land into useful land is the property .According to Karl
Marx conversion of raw material into a product is the property but according to the theory of
relativity mass is equal to energy that is also property .Conventional energy such as fuels are
controlling world economic status. In performing a job there is always a transfer of energy. Though
we seem to be quite familiar with energy it is very hard to define it. The only thing we can say is
that it is something which is conserved. Matter is energy that is also called conservation of energy.
We cannot create or destroy energy but we can change it from one form to another. Einstein wrote
pre relativity physics contains two conservation laws of fundamental importance namely the law
of conservation of energy and the law of conservation of mass. These two appear there as
completely independent of each other. Through relativity theory that melt together into one
principle.
ENERGY AND PRODUCTION:
Matter conversion is production. In productivity capital and Labor place equal role till today and
Society is in little balance4: we say products in motion, import or export is the economic growth
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.But according to SOLOW ROBUST Nobel Laureate in Economics for the year 1987 long term
growth depends mainly on technological progress but not in labor or capital increase. All the
governments are encouraging capitalist or privatization and technological progress is decreasing
labor value .If both continuous further we must consider what will be the fate of the tomorrow's
society. Technological progress must be encouraged at all times if not we have to depend on others,
that means welcoming poverty or lose of independence. perpetual motion machine though initiated
in India by BHASKARA CHARYA BRAMHAGUPTA expanded by Arabs (now called indo
Arabic machines like indo Arabic numbers)^2 in the world was indeed in a dead state in India .It
is in little progress in other countries . so we must reconsider the Solow guidelines in order to have
our independence .In nuclear reactor initially uranium has capacity to do work as time pass on
uranium mass reduces and it will lost its capacity to do work but it's decay time will be in years
.Whirl wind wheel resembles it. leakage time may be called decay time .Here due to increase in
mass by leakage it will lose its capacity to do work .whirlwind wheel works like a nuclear reactor
but mass changes are Converse. In whirl wind wheel it will increase and in nuclear reactor it will
decrease. Evacuation is similar to fission. In evacuation mass is separated as in and out and in
fission heavy nucleus is split up. Leakage is similar to fusion. In leakage out mass combined with
in mass and in fission lighter nucleus is fused (combined) together .Reactor Shield is similar to
boundary in whirl wind wheel. Reactor shield in nuclear reactor prevents rays come out but the
boundary prevents air goes in. fission is possible even at room temperature similarly there is no
large temperature changes in evacuation. Whirlwind wheel and tornadoes have the force similar
to nuclear reactor but atom bomb force is similar to Hurricane.
GIFT POWER MACHINE:
Perpetual motion of the second kind .Gift power machine can work indefinitely without human
interference drawing its motive power from the inexhaustible sources of energy. Self winding
clocks those would never stop^3. Their working. Principles were based on the changes in
atmospheric pressure difference and the principle of which is based on heat expansion. For this
kind of Machines energy is not produced out of nothing or vacuum which was what the inventors
of perpetual motion machines sought to achieve. It is supplied from an outside source that is
surrounding atmosphere where it is stored up by sunlight .To all practical intents a gift power
machine would give the same advantage as could be derived from perpetual motion one if ever
invented. second kind of perpetual motion machine resembles a gift power machine although
perpetual motion of the first kind that is creation of energy maybe impracticable , there is a
possibility that use could be made of the vast stores of energy in the earth and especially in the
ocean this has been called perpetual motion of the second kind .(w Ostwald). Imagine a ship at a
somewhat lower temperature than the sea on which it floats .Heat would pass in to the ship where
it could be utilized in a suitable machine to produce the work necessary for propulsion. As a result
of the friction between the propeller and the water, the work could be
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reconverted into heat which would pass into the ocean and the energy of the latter would remain
unchanged. This suggestion is not contrary to the law of conservation of energy but it is
nevertheless found as a result of experience to be impossible. William Thompson Lord Kelvin has
in fact stated it is impossible to obtain work by cooling a body below the lowest temperature of
the system and this is another way of expressing the second law of thermodynamics. in order to
convert heat continuously into work it is necessary for the machine take in heat at a higher
temperature referred to as the source convert part of it into work and give out the reminder at lower
temperature called the sink. The conversion of heat into work by an engine working in cycles
requires an upper and lower temperature even when the conversion is only partial. It is now easy
to understand why perpetual motion of the second kind is impossible. If the engine on a ship is at
a lower temperature than the ocean it can take in heat but in order to convert this into work part of
this heat must be given up at a still lower temperature. There is however no means available for
absorbing this heat since all other bodies are at higher temperature. It is evident therefore that the
engine for converting the heat of the ocean into work cannot function. Carnot has formulated the
second law of thermodynamics as follows for heat to perform work; there should be a difference
in temperature. A heat engine that operates only with a high temperature source is called a
perpetual mobile of the second kind therefore atmospheric air and water are used only as heat sinks
and high temperature sources are created by burning fuel. The second law of thermodynamics can
be then formulated as follows there can exist no perpetual mobile of the second kind. suggestion
by G Claude to utilize the energy of the Tropical Seas is not contrary to the second law of
thermodynamics he proposed to take advantage of the fact that the temperature of the surface water
is considerably higher than that of the deeper levels^8 it should be possible to take in heat from
the water at the surface of the sea, convert it into work and give the remainder at a deeper level
where the temperature is much lower. This resembles our whirl wind wheel. If it is compared with
whirl wind wheel, the source atmosphere works like surface water, boundary works as a producer
or ship and vacuum as deeper level water in G Claude perpetual motion of the second kind. Owing
to our inability to eliminate all dissipation effects all real processes or Irreversible processes and
the only way to change the systems energy is to perform work on it or have it to do work. According
to the concept of equivalence of mass and energy based on the theory of relativity mass is to be
regarded as a form of energy. The laws of conservation of mass and energy are thus complementary
.The energy of a system is determined not only by the state of the system but also by the amount
of the substance contained within it . If the quantity of material in the system is changed the energy
will be changed proportionately.
CONSERVATION OF ENERGY PRINCIPLE:
Mass carries energy with it .Thus the energy content changes when mass enter or leaves the control
volume. Mass flow through a cross section per unit time is called the mass flow rate and it is
denoted by m. it is expressed as m = pvA p= density kg per meter cube (1/ v), Vav is average fluid
velocity normal to A. A is cross-sectional area meter^ 2 the fluid volume flowing through a cross
section per unit time is called the volume flow rate V=VavA (M^3/s).
MATTER RESERVOIR SOURCE –ATMOSPHERE:
A matter Reservoir is considered to be sufficiently larger than the system so that the Reservoir
with itself remain in a given equilibrium state. The atmosphere around the earth may be
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considered as a matter Reservoir supplying air and pressure to the engines. Differences in
temperature create differences in pressure. Differences in pressure are manifest as high pressure
and low pressure cells and the air moves (winds) in an attempt to equalize these differences. This
is called the pressure gradient force. A low pressure cell is a partial vacuum and air will flow into
it. This movement is called convergence. Air also rises in a low. If it raises high enough the air
will cool and the water vapor will condense .Thus low pressure is associated with clouds and
precipitation. A low pressure cell is a surface feature. Low pressure higher up in the atmosphere
is called a trough. Winds very seldom blow directly from high to low pressure. For large-scale
wind systems the carioles force modifies their direction .The fact that Earth is spinning means that
the winds are deflected when viewed from a point on the surface. In the Northern hemisphere the
deflection is to the right of the path of motion. Thus a South wind (moving north) is deflected to
the right or east become a westerly wind. In the Southern hemisphere the deflection is to the left
of the path of motion thus a South wind (moving North ) is deflected to the left or west becoming
an easterly wind. One of the most important results of this deflection is that air develops a
circulation or rotary motion around highs and lows. In the Northern hemisphere circulation around
a high is clockwise or anticyclone while in the Northern hemisphere the circulation around a low
is Counter clockwise or cyclonic .In the Southern hemisphere air still diverges from high but its
circulation is reversed that is it rotates clockwise
.In the Southern hemisphere air still converge into a low but the rotation is Reversed to it is
clockwise. This matter Reservoir is the energy supplier. We have two basic types of energy.
Transitional and stored. energy is energy in motion and as such can move across system
boundaries. Stored energy forms as implied are energy forms that can exist as mass position of a
substance in a force field etc. These stored energy forms can usually be easily converted into some
form of transitional energy. The transitional form of mechanical energy is called the work. Stored
mechanical energy may be lumped under general energy term called potential energy. Potential
energy is the energy associated with a substance's position in a force field. the energy associated
with the position of a substance in a gravitational force field (the classical thermodynamics
definition of potential energy) the energy of a substance due to its position in an inertial force field
(the classical definition of kinetic energy) the energy associated with a substance with compressor
field, the energy associated with a substance position in an elastic strain field and in magnetic field.
Thus stored mechanical energy can exist in the form of elevated Heights flywheels, compressed
air, springs and magnetic attraction of iron bodies
SINK-VACUUM CHAMBER.
Vacuum chamber is a rigid enclosure from which air and other gases are removed by a vacuum
pump .Vacuum (Free space) A space which there is a low pressure of gas, i.e. relatively few atoms
or molecules. perfect vacuum would contain no atoms or molecules .but this is unobtainable as all
the materials that surround such a space have a finite vapor pressure ^5.Insoft or low vacuum the
pressure is reduced to about 10 *-2 pascal, where as a hard or high vacuum has a pressure of 10*2 -10*-7 pascal.Below 10*-7 Pascal is known as an ultra high vacuum. Vacuum pump. A pump
used to reduce the gas pressure in a container normal laboratory oil – seal pump can maintain a
pressure of 10*-1pa.For pressures down to 10*-7pa a diffusion pump is required .Ion pumps can
achieve a pressure of 10*-9pa and a cryogenic pump combined with a diffusion pump can reach
10*-13pa. These results in a low pressure environment within the chamber commonly referred to
as a vacuum with proper insulation. Chambers often have multiple ports covered with vacuum
flanges to allow instruments or Windows to be installed in
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the walls of the chamber. In low to medium vacuum applications there are seals with us elastomers,
O ring seals pistons and Bellows etc .The applications of vacuum Technology utilizes one or more
physical situations obtained by rarefying the gas .some of them achieve products of facilities in
which the vacuum exist during all their lifetime. Example lamps tubes accelerator etc .The pressure
difference achieved by evacuating a vessel realizes forces on the walls up to 1 kg per square
centimeter. These forces are used for holding or lifting solids, for the transport of solids or liquids
and for forming (shaping) objects. By using sniffers which are evacuated after being placed with
their mouth on the objects to be lifted, very small objects can be precisely lifted and transferred.
Relatively large objects can be lifted if the mouth of the lifting Cup is large 5-7 tons can be lifted
with a mouth of one meter square. child delivery vacuum cups are being used for safe delivery
.The pneumatic transport systems connecting post offices in Paris or London are examples of very
large vacuum transport facilities .That of Paris has a length of about 300 km of double 60 or 80
mm bore tubes they are using a pressure of 450 torr for the transport from post offices towards
pumping stations and an over pressure of.0.8 atmosphere for transport in the opposite direction^4
.The transport cylinders containing the letters move at a speed of 8 to 10 M per second. It is
interesting to mention that pneumatic trains working on this principle were in function in Dublin
and Saint Germaine in the 1840 to 1860 years. Nature abhors a vacuum .To create a vacuum we
have to do some work on it. For control volumes an additional mechanism can change the energy
of a system mass flow in and out of the control volume. when mass enters a control volume the
energy of the control volume increases because the entering mass carry some energy with it
likewise when some mass leaves the control volume energy contained within the control volume
decrease because the leaving Mass takes out some energy with it. For example when some air is
taken out of chamber and is replaced by the same amount of leakage air, the completion of the
cycle is in 240 years. The energy content of the chamber control volume remains same as a result
of this mass interaction
WORK AND PROPERTY.
In mechanics work means accomplishment. A force is said to have done work if it moves the body
on which it acts through a certain distance. If a force is not able to produce any displacement no
work is said to have been done. The term work itself does not convey any meaning in Physics.
Work is either done on a body or work done by a body. In everyday life the term work is attributed
to numerous acts lifting a load, going up or down a hill, stopping a moving ball, Bullet hitting a
target. According to Obert work is defined as the energy transferred without the transfer of mass
across the boundary of a system because of an intensive property difference other than the
temperature that exists between the system and surroundings. The intensive property difference is
the pressure difference .The pressure difference between the system and surroundings at the
surface of the system gives rise to a force and the action of this force over a distance is called
mechanical work. This is pdv work or displacement work; it is always in the direction of lower
pressure. Work is not a thermodynamic property .A property is any observable or measurable
characteristic of a substance. Properties may be classified as intensive and extensive. Intensive
properties are independent of mass temperature pressure and densities are examples. Examples for
extensive property are volume internal energy weight entropy. They are independent up on mass
.An extensive property that is additive in the sense that its value for the whole system is the sum
of the values for its parts. Similarly properties are intrinsic temperature and pressure. Extrinsic
velocity and elevation. A property in which time is involved that is the rate at which the interaction
can occur such as transfer of mass Momentum or
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energy is called transport property. If a property or properties of a substance are changed then the
state is said to be changed .when considering open systems mechanical state must also be known
in addition to thermodynamics state. The mechanical properties necessary to determine mechanical
state are 1 position in the gravitational field that is height above from datum level and two velocity
related to fixed boundary of the system .The two Mechanical properties are independent of one
another and also independent of thermodynamic properties. Mechanical state is something which
can be superimposed upon the thermodynamic properties. For a system to be in mechanical
equilibrium there should not be any pressure unbalancing either in the interior of the system or
between the system and surroundings:
CLOSED SYSTEM AS A WORK RESERVOIR.
A closed system and its surroundings can interact in two ways 1 by work transfer 2 by heat transfer.
These may be called energy interaction and these bring about changes in properties of the system.
Work is one of the basic modes of energy transfer. In mechanics the action of a force on a moving
body is identified as work. Force is a means of transmitting an effect from one body to another
.But a force itself never produces a physical effect except when coupled with motion and hence it
is not a form of energy. An effect such as the raising of a weight through a certain distance can be
performed by using a small force through a large distance or a large force in a small distance the
product of force and distance is the same to accomplish the same effect. The action of a force
through a distance or of a torque through an angle is called mechanical work
.The product of the force and the distance moved parallel to the force is the magnitude of
mechanical work .In Thermodynamics work transfer is considered as occurring between the
system and surroundings. Work is said to be done by system if the sole effect on things external to
the system can be reduced to raising of a weight The weight may not actually be raised but the net
effect external to the system would be raising of a weight. Energy of a body is defined as its
capacity to do work. 1 potential energy is the mechanical energy possessed by a body due to its
position or distortion. 2 kinetic energy possessed by a moving body. A moving body is capable of
doing work .The work which a moving body can do is equal to its kinetic energy. Work done by a
force is equal to the change of the kinetic energy of the body. The source of energy is in two kinds.
I High grade energy .examples are mechanical work ,wind, tidal ,water power etc.low grade energy
is heat or thermal energy .Willard Gibbs indicated that environment plays an important part in
evaluating the available energy .
WORK RERESERVOIR OR MECHNICAL ENERGY RESERVOIR
In Thermodynamics a system can have in general Three Types of interactions. Work interaction
mass interaction and heat interaction. With its surroundings, we shall assume that there will exist
three kinds of thermodynamic reservoirs work Reservoir, mass Reservoir and heat reservoir.
Atmosphere always works like a heat engine due to heat from the sun and the atmosphere is both
source and sink. Work Reservoir is defined as energy storage system in which every unit of energy
crossing its boundary is energy that can do work for us. This definition implies that from the
consideration of the second law of thermodynamics all process occurring in a work Reservoir as
in the case of heat Reservoir are irreversible . Since work Reservoir is simply a closed system it
contains finite controlled mass with work transfer across its boundary only, the entropy change of
work Reservoir due to work interaction is assumed to be zero. The boundary used in this case
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is known as adiabatic wall. The forces acting across its boundaries are independent of direction or
rate of change of the energy transfer process. there a change of state of work Reservoir also occurs
in an internal Irreversible manner .A work Reservoir might be visualized as a perfectly elastic
spring that compressed by the work done on it by a system, or as a weight that is raised as the
system does work upon the Reservoir and lowered as the Reservoir does work on the system. A
work Reservoir acts solely as a source or sinks for the exchange of the work with another system.
Boyle sought an explanation for the spring of the air and proposed that air consisted of many
slender and flexible air like a sheep's fleece each of which may indeed like a little Spring be easily
bent are rolled up .Boyle's concept of air is an elastic substance.:Boyle put it there is power in the
air we live in. Air is especially endowed with compressibility .Boyle felt that air had both weight
and mass and was like a spring capable of being compressed when pressure was put on it and
expand when the pressure was removed. In 1798 COUNT RUMFORD suggested that heat and
mechanical work or equivalent and the concept of the spring of air began to take on still deeper
meaning as a work reservoir .Thus atmosphere acts as both source and sink. Work Reservoir
indicate that it proceed slowly through equilibrant states and can be restored to original state at
any point in the process. This is a machine that utilizes the external energy of only one
inexhaustible mass Reservoir that is atmospheric pressure. In this process it is possible whose sole
result is utilization of pressure from Reservoir and the conversion of it into work .Thus this is a
device which has the capability of delivering or absorbing energy in the form of work in reversible
manner.
FLOW WORK:
The energy required to push fluid into or out of a control volume is called the flow work or flow
energy. It is considered to be a part of the energy transported with the fluid. Unlike closed systems
control volumes involve mass flow across their boundaries and some work is required to push the
mass into or out of the control volume. This is known as the flow work or flow energy and is
necessary for maintaining a continuous flow through a control volume. Energy required to do this
work is called activation energy that is used for evacuation process. In heat engine Mass or energy
change is combustion with raising temperature but in Whirl wind wheel energy or mass change is
mass deletion or displacement with decreasing (cooling) temperature both are contrary but
advantage is useful work .In tornado or in whirlwind wheel expansion is Ceaseless or change in
volume is assumed to be ceaseless but no change in the boundary volume. Hence this work may
be considered as pdv or vdp, displacement work and work is not a thermodynamic property.
Pushed out air small quantity cannot change the outside entropy significantly but leakage air a
small quantity can significantly change the inside entropy and maximize the disorder which brings
the system into equilibrium. A non equilibrium state is then one in which full use is not being made
by the system of the phase space Ranges that are open to it under the conditions to which it is
subject, so that its behavior exhibits less phase range or heterogeneous then in the state of
equilibrium that satisfies the equation Total energy is equal to energy available + energy
unavailable. Availability of a work reservoir : No definite end state can be assigned to a process
in which energy is withdrawn from a work reservoir such reservoir by definition never come to
equilibrium with environment and it is meaningless to speak of the maximum amount of useful
work that can be obtained from them. We therefore define availability of a work Reservoir has the
maximum amount of useful work that can be obtained when a specified quantity of energy is
withdrawn from the given reservoir. For a work Reservoir
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the problem is simple, since in the absence of friction all of the work withdrawn from such a
Reservoir can be completely transferred to work or bring into motion.
NATURE ACTIVITY:
Nature abhors a vacuum. To form a depression area in a vacuum chamber we have to work with
vacuum pump. Work is not a thermodynamic property but a path function. Pdv or Vdp is
displacement work. Transitional energy is the energy in motion and as such can move across its
system boundary. During an interaction between a system and its surroundings, the amount of
energy lost by the system must be exactly equal to the amount of the energy gained by the
surroundings or vice versa .This is the first law of thermodynamics.
In whatever form energy exist work can only be obtained if the energy(mass) is present in a state
of Greater intensity( source atmospheric ocean) in one part of the system and the lesser intensity (
sink vacuum) in another part of the system^5 . This is the second law of thermodynamics.
Whirlwind wheel fulfill these two laws. Jafferays theorem states that if temperature gradients are
maintained any level surface in the atmospheric ocean motion will persists .cooling or vacuum
may be just as effective as heating in initiating atmospheric motion.
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PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION FOR VORTEX FLOWS:
The flow between two concentric streamlines at an infinitesimal distance apart is represented as a
flow in curved path. The radius of the curvature of the path is R, The tangential linear velocity is
V^11. The infinitesimal element has a height dR and an area dA along the curved surface. The
mass of this element is pdRdA .The normal or radial acceleration is V^2/ R .The pressure varies
from p to p +d as the radius various from R to R+dr and the pressure increases with radius is curved
flow in a forced vortex the linear velocity v at any point at a distance R from the centre of rotation
is given by the relation V= R₩ here ₩ is the angular velocity in radians per unit time. The
combination of a forced vortex in a central core around the centre of rotation and a free vortex
outside of the forced vortex. In the central core(Forced vortex) the velocity is directly proportional
to the radius .Outside of central core (Free vortex) the velocity is inversely proportional to the
radius .Artificial vortex will be called a whirlwind wheel .Significant area is the edge at forced and
free vortex..
EXPERIMENTAL PROCESS:
The laws of thermodynamics are related to the state of equilibrium. An associated equilibrium
state has the maximum entropy state with same mass and energy. But if a steady motion around a
closed system is to be maintained against a retarding force of friction then on the average the
moving parcel must gain entropy at high temperature relative to entropy loss at low temperature.
It means in whatever form energy exist work can only be obtained if the energy is present in a state
of Greater intensity (atmospheric pressure) in one part of the system and lesser intensity(vacuum)
in another part of the system. It is the difference in intensity that measures the available energy
what is left of the total energy content after the available energy subtracted is unavailable energy
or entropy. Cooling or vacuum may be just as effective as heating in initiating fluid motion and
there will be an acceleration developing from a source of pressure towards the sink. The motion
obviously tries to restore the equilibrium that was disturbed by external influences and if cooling
exists always then fluid is forever in motion or persists at least as long as they are not in balance.
A line of low pressure is called trough such a pressure system is called a low or depression. Whirl
wind wheel is a symmetrical trough. Evacuation processes on the whirlwind wheel developed
depression in the vacuum chamber which may be constructed like a spokes covered (Permanent
vacuum behind anemometer cups) Anemometer but looks like JCB big wheel. This Chamber is a
closed system of circular shaped isobars whose Centre serves as the focus for convergent
circulation. Because of the lowest pressure at the centre. The winds from outside blow and
converge towards it. Vacuum in the chamber and atmosphere outside the chamber together forms
this system. The schematic diagram for the experimental arrangement is Shown which is a
connection of (work reservoir or sink) vacuum chamber to the inexhaustible atmospheric pressure
(mass reservoir or source) with the help of cylindrical shaped double-walled Ultra high vacuum
chamber. The Chamber or boundary (isobaric surface) is the basis of artificial vacuum which
exchange energy but not mass with its surroundings like a closed system
.Six Pistons are arranged like spokes covered anemometer cups as a regular hexagon. Front parts
of these covered Pistons are look like tilted cars whose drag coefficient is less (0.2).
DRAG FORCE

Fd = CdApV ^2 / 2
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where Cd is drag coefficient. p density of fluid, V, free stream velocity A is the projected area of
the body on a plane normal to the flow and back parts of these pistons are in semi spherical concave
shape with high drag coefficient (1.4) .It is connected to an axle at its centre. evacuation process
develops pressure difference in two parts outside and inside.
Work done on the sink W = nrt ln (Pa/Pi) =Mgh
will decrease internal energy and entropy inside the chamber .In the viscous flow range
Pump down time T= V/S 2.3 log (Pa /Pi)
this is in minutes or in hours only. Pa is initial atmospheric pressure in the chamber.Pi is internal
or final pressure in the chamber, T is time, V systems volume, S= pumping speed. The net change
of the energy of the system is always equal to the net transfer of the energy (air) across the system
boundary as mass and work. Evacuation process develop negative Gibbs free energy on the
Chamber which is
Delta G = -- nRt ln (Pa/Pi)= nRt ln (Pi/Pa).
Nature abhors a vacuum so it tries to prevent the formation of vacuum by laying hold of anything
nearby with it and instantly filling up any evacuated space. Air at high pressure is capable of doing
more useful work than one at lower pressure if both lead to the products at the same pressure^8 .
Air at pressure has high free energy and spontaneous process with their accompanying decreasing
free energy can occur. The change in internal energy of the system depends only on the initial and
final states and not on the path by which the changes brought about the change in entropy for the
process is Virtually all due to entropy produced or changed in the system .so this system can do
work under the influence of a load on it like a reversible machine. Air load exert pressure on sliding
shafts sliding Pistons apply force on connecting rods and they look like V shape or with 90° and
form a moment, and two such moments with unlike forces in equidistance from the centre forms a
couple of moments tends to set the boundary into rotation like a whirling tube. The coriolis force
is zero at the equator very small at the Tropics and maximum at the poles and in prandtl layer wind
is considered to be only horizontal .when we speak about higher efficiencies we are actually
speaking about an accomplishing a given objective with a small total increase in entropy due to
leakage The leak rate is the quantity of air (pv) units flowing per unit time in to the system.
obviously a perfectly tight vacuum system is one having a zero real leak rate. but to achieve this
is as impossible as it is to reach zero pressure .According to leak rate specifications for a static
system if the leak rate is reduced to 10 ^ - 10 torr liters per second then the time for one centimeter
cube STP air inflows 240 years which will be less for a dynamic system as leak rate increases with
velocity. Hence the decay time of unstable mechanical equilibrium is less than 240 years .Time to
work done by the system is inversely proportional to the leak rate into the system. The
effectiveness of action of the system can be increased by adopting the effective construction
process and by performing the evacuation process now and then depending on the pressure
measurements by gauges. The ratio of output to input time will be several times greater than one
so in this system a smaller force acting for a long time may do more work than greater force acting
for a short time .By connecting with a Dynamo it produce electricity .Otto Von Guericke
Magdeburg in his hemi
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spheres experiment did not continue evacuation process while 16 horses were pulling to separate
the two hemispheres with a diameter of 37 CM .The pressure difference achieved by evacuating a
vessel can realize forces on the walls up to one kilogram per square centimeter. Relatively large
flat objects can be lifted with a mouth of the lifting cups is large.5 to 7 tons can be lifted with a
mouth of one meter square .suitable systems can be developed like opposite vectors to lift the
weights vertically up in similar conditions but they cannot work against wind direction which is
contrast with whirl wind wheel in which wind direction cannot effect as in Anemometer. pressure
difference at the front and back side of Anemometer cups is less but wind has velocity. In this
experiment initially wind has no velocity but either side of the cups pressure difference is more. It
does not require continuous supply of energy at cost by humans as in in pneumatic transport system
in London and Paris .
CONCLUSION:
Air filled balloon moves if there is a leak and atmospheric pressure push the Piston into the empty
syringe since wind blows from high pressure area to low pressure area. This is an example for first
and second laws of thermodynamics. if there is the leak it is first law with mass and boundary
displacement, no leakage it is only boundary work Or second law. These are the base for a new
statement or AIR REACTOR theorem. Aero plane is a Fluid Power fruit and it works with
differences in pressure and drag coefficient. Whirlwind wheel work is similar to it. In aero plane
pressure difference in two parts are open but in Whirl wind wheel low pressure area sink is closed
source is open atmosphere. Due to lack of suitable energy human life became critical. Now world
attention is on non conventional energy and environment protection .This will become a solution
to UN decade 2014- 2024 of sustainable energy for all, economic Independence and step in
sustainable development As per butter fly effect a very small initial difference may make an
enormous change to the future of the system. A butter fly flaps its wings in one part of the world
may make the difference between a tornado occurring or not occurring in some other part of the
world. But in this experiment all conditions are under our control hence this can generate power
at low cost and solve environment health and energy problems. Vacuum cylinder brakes in trains
may be useful to construct this WHIRL WIND WHEEL.
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Fig:2- Concave shape with high
drag coefficient

Fig:1- Convex shape with less drag
coefficient

Fig:3- vacuum cylinder with unbalancing force
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Fig1: Atmospheric pressure in the entire
system.

Fig2: Vacuum in cylinders (Sink).
Atmosphere (Source) outside the cylinders.
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SATELLITE ON THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH FOR
POWER GENERATION AND TRANSPORTATION

Green energy contributes to the realization of almost all
sustainable development goals including those related to climate rural
and urban economic growth, agriculture, health education, water and
poverty. The reality for about 42 million Indians who live in remote
villages and lack of reliable access to Electricity. The year 2022 has
been earmarked for India to achieve 24 × 7 power for all mean
electrifying more than 70000 households every month. This is possible
only on additional power production. Gravity power or water potential
energy is generating power at hydro stations. Solid body potential
energy can be used for power generation. If a solid body (source) is
raised to a height H and fixed on (hypotenuse) hallow right angled
isosceles triangle shaped body (sink) .The body weight becomes
horizontal and push it into motion on wheels. This is a satellite on the
surface of the earth. All villages will have power stations along with the
transformers with this innovation. Gravity potential energy is not limited
to any particular area so rural areas or not inferior to any other areas.
Sufficient electricity can make Schools efficient if put on computer at
required times .similarly hospitals SMSes agriculture. This will not only
a solution to rural areas but also an answer to UN decade of
Sustainable energy for all .This on further development can use to land
plough etc
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Design for tomorrow's India

A satellite on the surface of the

earth. Energy Crisis is more in rural areas. If we delete mass from
machine its capacity will decrease. Natural powers dominate to do work
on it. The first law of thermodynamics can be stated as during an
interaction between a system and its surroundings the amount of energy
(mass) gained by the system must be equal to the amount energy lost by
the surroundings or vice versa. work is not a thermodynamic property.
Solid body potential energy can be converted as kinetic energy as in
hydro power generation. Mass not added and raised in Foucault
pendulum to prove that gravitational mass is equal to inertial mass. Once
initiated pendulum in seconds oscillates hours in to and fro. This works
like a reversible machine. This is a hallow (mass deleted) right angled
isosceles triangle shaped rigid body with mass m sink. Its base is fixed
with wheels. A weight (source) Mg is kept on unstable inclined surface.
Source is heavier than sink. Weight of the body acts towards the centre
of the earth and it is vertical to the surface of the earth. If a body is
raised to a height h and kept on unstable diagonal surface, increased
potential energy Mgh becomes horizontal then the body and inclined
surface moves along the surface of the earth. It can be used as a vehicle
for transportation. If it is fixed with toothed wheels at its base and kept
on another toothed wheels that connected to generator can produce
power. .This gravity potential energy is cleaner than electricity. This
vehicle does not require continuous pedaling during transportation. This
moves like a satellite on the surface of the earth.
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SATELLITE ON THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH
According to Galileo released sphere from top of the inclined ramp
goes on forever on plain surface area or on no inclination in opposite
side. Height decreases to zero and with friction it stopped .Foucault
pendulum with little constant height oscillates long time and it can do
work against to gravity to raise up and down .It proves that gravitational
mass is equal to inertial mass Mg=Mi. INERTIA addition and with no
change in height and direction can bring our vehicle in to motion like an
electron around proton in an atom. Combination of inclined plane with
second class lever such as stapler with mechanical advantage of more
than one will be a solution for transportation, pollution and energy crisis.
A hollow right angle isosceles rigid tilted inclined plane with weight on it
converts vertical gravitational potential energy Mgh in to horizontal force.
That is equal to Mg tan (ø - α ) , ø = 45 degrees,. Horizontal force is
equal to centripetal force MV2/R. Inclined plane base is fixed with big
wheels along with weight on it come into motion like a satellite or a
vehicle in a central orbit. The energy function of the particle in
conservative force field is invariant to changes of time and position of the
particle. Weight on inclined plane acts as source and hollow inclined
plane acts as sink. Its velocity may approximately be equal to V= Square
root of RG. R= 6400 KM, THE radius of the earth and g=9.81
CONSTANT .It is on the surface of the earth, we calculate with reduced
radius will help us to calculate orbital velocity v= square root of 4840
x10=220km/h. Static friction always greater than dynamic friction To start
or get initial velocity electric motor and compound screw jack

or

hydraulics may be helpful. Ups and downs can overcome with the help
of wheels as in aero plane. This can be fixed with steering pedal brakes
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etc as in our regular machines .To launch space satellite or flight we
have to do work against to gravity to rise the height with fuel. No such
against more work is in this experiment hence it will be cheaper. Friction
less bearings, light but strong rigid material for hollow inclined plane
construction

may not be costlier than fuel. Inclined plane centre of

gravity is out of its base, so it is in unstable equilibrium. ITS potential
energy Mgh is not equal to zero. Kinetic energy not equal to zero. Total
energy Hamiltonian H = Mgh+ ½ Mv2 is not equal to zero or it is a
constant. This constant energy acts continuously on unstable body leads
to lightly damped forced vibrations or steady state motion or comes in to
dynamic equilibrium. Bhaskaracharya and Bramhagupta aspirations
become true with this fuel less indigenous machine which

Works with

weights on unstable inclined plane. Gravity continuous attraction adjust
to the system frequency and make it alive to move like moon around
earth and give us free pollution less energy for transportation and power
generation .By replacing wheels with toothed wheels on toothed wheels
above ground produce power.

SATELLITE ON THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH
Society requires pollution less fuel less indigenous

vehicle that

cannot vibrate or disturb environment, and can give wealth is possible
only with natural forces. Inclined plane is a simple machine that helps us
in many ways in our daily activities. It is further developed with wheels to
prove Newton “s first law of motion and to create immediately needed
vehicle. Inclined plane starts to move if the body on it is heavier than the
plane with big wheels and separated from the earth. Bramha gupta and
Bhaskaracharya designed such machines and inspired interest in the
entire world through Arabs and Persians hence they are called Indo
Arabic or Indo Persian machines like Indo Arabic numbers 2.A hollow
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isosceles rigid inclined plane converts central force due to rest mass on
it as horizontal force and come into motion with the wheels fixed to its
base along the central orbit or on the surface of the earth like a satellite.
INTRODUCTION
We use and instruct to use bicycle to reach our destination and to
protect our environment1. We cannot apply muscle force continuously.
To overcome such situation we have to change reversible machine as a
regular machine. Reversible machines are weight lifting with a rope on
a pulley and a body on inclined plane. If the effort applied on them is
removed, they reach to their original position in reverse direction and
their potential energy becomes zero without our efforts. Bodies change
their place vertically and or slightly horizontally. Configuration and
position plays a significant role to keep a body in equilibrium or non
equilibrium .it is possible to change equilibrium into non equilibrium by
changing its configuration but without changing body height. Inclined
plane including

earth is larger than the body (tractor or bicycle.) so

tractor slips down on wheels. Here earth and inclined plane are merged
as one and larger. But body is separated. and our main idea is to unite
inclined plane and body as one with wheels at inclined plane base and
body fixed on inclined plane but earth is to be separated. If we adopt
this new hallow isosceles triangle structure and seat(filled with air or
springs) on inclined plane with rider or a weight in present bicycle
structure, it will become Indian bicycle and make journey ease but
required paddling only at ups and downs.
MACHINE:
A device capable of making the performance of mechanical work
easier, usually by overcoming a force of resistance (the load) at
one point by the application of a more convenient force (the effort)
at some other point4. In
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physics, the six so called simple machines

are the liver, wedge, inclined plane, screw, pulley, wheel and axle.
Mechanical advantage of second class lever is always greater than one.
Nut cracker, single door, Wheel borrows and staplers are second class
levers. In second class levers load is in between fulcrum and effort.
Gravity vehicle resembles a second class lever.
SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLE INVOLVED:
Newton’s laws of motion: There are three laws of motion as enunciated by
Newton.
First Law: Everybody in the universe continuous to be in its state of
rest or motion or of uniform motion in straight line, unless it is
compelled to change the state by forces impressed on it4.
Second Law: The rate of change of momentum of a body is directly
proportional to the impressed force and takes place in the direction of
the force.
Third Law: To every action there is always an equal and opposite
reaction.
Examples:
1. Large amount of force is required to set the lawn roller into motion.
Once it has started, a small force is needed to keep it in motion.
Similarly considerable amount of force is needed to bring the
moving roller to rest.
2. A passenger in a bus falls backward when the bus starts. When the
bus starts, the lower portion of the body shares the motion of the
bus whereas the upper portion is still at rest. Due to this reason a
passenger falls backwards when bus starts. Similarly when a horse
suddenly starts, the rider experiences a jerk in the backward
direction.
3. A passenger falls forward when the bus in motion suddenly
stops. When the bus is in motion, the passenger is sharing the
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motion comes to rest the upper portion is still in motion and he
falls forward. Similarly the rider falls forward when a running
horse suddenly stops.
4. The firemen in a railway engine, swiftly moves the coal hood
nearer the furnace and suddenly stops the hood. In this process
the hood comes to rest suddenly and the coal already in motion
continues to move in the same direction and falls into the furnace.
5. A railway engine pushes the uncoupled wagons through a certain
distance. The engine suddenly stops but the wagons already in
motion continue to move in the same direction.
REVERSIBLE MACHINE

Figure-1: REVERSIBLE MACHINE
We know from experience that to maintain the body in uniform motion we
must pull, push or initiate or lift it in the direction of motion to overcome
friction. This is true in the FOCOULT PENDULUM.
Inertial mass of an object and its gravitational mass are equal 5.
That

is why Foucault pendulum oscillates continuously. Gravitational

mass and inertial mass are adding while falling and gravitational
mass and inertial mass are subtracting while raising the sphere.
Friction and inertia are proportional to mass and they may be against to
each other and the resultant of these two will nullify in some cases. But
static friction is always greater than dynamic friction. Initially inertia
resists the change but while in motion it opposes the change and
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support the motion.
If a machine is capable of doing some work in the reversed direction,
after the effort is removed, then the machine is known as reversible
machine6. The condition for the machine to be reversible is that its
efficiency should be more than 50% 8. Configuration is a mode of
arrangement relative to the position of planets7. Its configuration is similar
to isosceles triangle. In a more general system, Kinetic and potential
energy could each be present in various portions of the system, in
varying proportions as the system configuration changed or changed its
place in space.

Fig 2: Inertia addition
A work reservoir is a device that we may employ to keep track the
amount of work done by or done to a given system. A work reservoir
might be visualized as a perfectly elastic spring that is compressed by the
work done on it by the system. The kinetic energy of a body is the work
that a body can do by virtue of its motion. We express the kinetic
energy by the formula K.E = (1/2) mv². The potential energy of the
system of bodies is the work that the system of bodies can do by
virtue to the relative position of its parts, that is, by virtue of its
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configuration. In each case we must determine how much work the
system can do in passing from one configuration to another and then
take this as the difference in the potential energy between these two
configurations or in two Spaces.

Gravity Vehicle

Figure 3: Gravity vehicle

MATERIALS REQUIRED:
Big Wheels, weights, strong rigid light hollow inclined planes [material
like aeroplane wings] frictionless bearings and Race cycle material.
CONSTRUCTION AND WORKING:
All objects have weight due to gravity i.e. W=mg=ma=F. Weight is a
force and it can do work. The potential energy or the self energy of the
system or the work done in assembling it will always be the same so
long as its configuration remains same. For a falling body potential
energy plus kinetic energy is equal to constant. It means the falling body
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is in non equilibrium condition. Its potential energy decreases with
increase in kinetic energy and finally it reaches to the ground. Then
height (h) becomes zero. But in this experiment heavy weight or body is
kept in non equilibrium condition on a strong rigid hallow inclined plane
with an inclination of 45 degrees. Its potential energy remains constant
but it cannot be in equilibrium and it is in a peculiar state it never reach
the ground. Its potential energy never becomes zero, but weight brings
the inclined plane into motion along with it like a slipping or falling
ladder. Its weight resolved into components similar to stored rest water
in the dam. When the gates are closed the vertical weight of the water
would not do any work, but if its gates are opened the water and its
vertical weight flows horizontally and rotate the turbines and produce the
work. We know that when a ladder leans against the wall it exerts
pressure on the wall and at the same time wall exerts equal and
opposite force3. If the wall is not strong enough, wall and ladder will fall
down. It is presented in our experiment to prove the Newton“s first law.
Weight on inclined plane remains in rest if the inclined plane is merged
in the ground. But the incline plane is separated from the earth, force due
to weight on it becomes horizontal as in ladder and comes to unstable
equilibrium. Earth always attracts it towards its centre. Its weight
resolved into horizontal force which is equal to mg tan (θ-α). Earth
attracts the body till it reaches the ground 5. Inclined plane is arranged
with wheels at its base

and disconnected to the ground. Existing

gravitational vertical free weight or force which changed as horizontal
force on the inclined plane brings it into linear motion. Gravity keeps
Foucault pendulum always in oscillations. Similarly gravity brings the
inclined plane with horizontal force into linear motion like a satellite or a
reversible machine on the surface of the earth But it can be in motion on
plain grounds only; ups and downs on the earth surface can overcome
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with the help of wheels as in airplanes and tractor truck lifting weights
with hydraulics.
All pendulums cannot oscillate perpetually but Foucault pendulum can
oscillate perpetually. All weights on inclined plane cannot slide or slip
but all weights or human bodies weights can move on hallow isosceles
inclined plane with wheels at its base can slide or slip on surface of the
earth .Weight on the inclined plane acts as source and hallow isosceles
inclined plane as a sink. The weight difference will become available
energy. In whatever form energy exists work can only be obtained if the
energy is present in a state of

greater intensity (source) in one portion

of the system and lesser intensity (sink) in another part of the system.
This is the condition for workable machine or the second law of
thermodynamics. This system can satisfy workable machine condition
and also reversible machine condition.
Advantages:
1. Indigenous, fuel less, pollution less, eco friendly machine
2. Input is free gravity and output is motion or journey.
3. Provide health and wealth and can generate electrical power .,
4. Decrease oil usage prevents gas and sound pollution.
5. This Mechanical power is cleaner then Electricity.

The process of economic development is technical change results in
improvements in the transformation of inputs into outputs including
improvements in the quality of life outputs. This will be a development in
technical or simple machinery world.
Conclusion:
Raised and released YO_YO fall down or descend with gravity and
completes 360 degrees several times and also continue to rise up and
down vertically against to gravity due to inertia9. Here inertia does equal
work to the gravity work in opposite direction. Why not inertia can work
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along the surface of the earth with constant gravity in the same direction?
In fact it is not work since no change in its CG height. Horizontal force due
to rest mass or body on the inclined plane overcomes frictional forces due
to tyres on earth, bearings and air resistance. Once lifted Foucault
pendulum continues its oscillations. Similarly once forced horizontally are
initiated for motion this reversible machine or satellite on the surface of the
earth will continue its motion. This is a method of application of a central
or gravitational force is changed in order to achieve some mechanical
advantage. Foucault pendulum has two attraction centres. One the earth’s
centre and the other is the point of suspension of pendulum. Two centres
pull in opposite directions. At peak point tangential force become 0 and
sphere changes its direction. But this gravity vehicle has its only one
centre that is earth centre. It always pulls the rest mass on the inclined
plane towards centre and the resultant tangential force never becomes
zero. Hence it will be in motion on the surface of the earth like a point
satellite. The difference in this vehicle Mass and to the earth Mass is very
larg.
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(Filled air pillow or springs may act like finger)

Power producer with weight on it /Gravity machine
Vehicle mass is negligible. We may call it as point mass or sphere mass
or a point satellite. Earth is a planet and vehicle becomes a point satellite.
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SATELLITE ON THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH FOR
POWER GENERATION AND TRANSPORTATION
BRIEF DESCRIPTION

J.HARIHARAREDDY MA., B.Ed.
Rtd. Head Master
Energy crisis is more in rural areas than urban areas. Body M is
raised to height h, its potential energy is increased to Mgh and released
it falls down, reach its initial position after the removal of effort. This is a
reversible machine work. We know falling body energy PE + KE remains
constant. Galileo assumption that a released sphere on the top of the
ramp slips down and goes on ,on the plane surface till it reaches to initial
ramp height. But sphere touches the ground ,its PE becomes zero and
due friction it stops. Focault pendulam energy remains constant it
oscillates long time Galileo assumption fulfilled and proved that
gravitational mass is equal to inertial mass. If we keep a body Mg
(source) on inclined surface (A hallow right angle isosceles triangle
shaped body with wheels at its base is sink with mass m ).Source is
heavier than sink. The difference will become available energy that is
equal to MG TAN THEETA .Tan45 degrees is equal to 1 .Available PE
can fulfill F = Ma = Mg, a = v - u /t. Body M is not touching the ground
vertically and it is on unstable inclined plane, it tries to come to
equilibrium with motion. Gravity is a central force it always acts on
source and sink but the difference force keep the triangle in motion like
an electron around the proton. If wheels are replaced with toothed
wheels on other toothed wheels and connected to generator it can
produce Green energy. This is a solution to UN decade of sustainable
energy for all.
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ENVIRONMENT PROTECTION THEOREMS FOR FUNDAMENTAL DUTIES
MODERNIZE SCIENCE TECHNOLOGY AND INDIA- WORLD
ITS MYDUTY TO SHARE OUR STORIES, IDEAS FOR FUNDAMENTAL
DUTIES.
NAME ; DR J. HARIHARA REDDY; AADHAR NO 271961091176,
Mobile no 9502626272
Email; hariharareddyjeepalem@gmail.com
Introduction .Lord Rama went to forest to perform his duties instead of his rights. Russian constitution is
an example for our fundamental duties. Freedom without acceptance of responsibility can destroy the
edifice of freedom itself. Rights and responsibilities must be balanced. According to Gandhi
fundamental rights are for those who perform fundamental duties well . As countrymen we must abide
by fundamental duties and work towards humanity, being a responsible citizen of India. Necessity makes
a coward as fearless, powerful and a hero .Necessity is the mother of invention .Nature is for our all
necessities but not for some greedy persons. Our duties are our nation‘s liberty .Our rights are our
liberty.

To value and preserve the rich heritage of our composite culture.
Religion without science is lame; Science without religion is limp- ALBERT ENSTIEN. Culture is elder than
we and our science .Culture is a seed and science is a fruit. Human activities nurture the tree. Nurturing
culture properly provide us nutritious fruits .If not we have to face many problems like earth quakes,
tornados, Covid 19 and many more .This is an example we can’t control nature but we must try for its
cooperation .We need not laugh at preying persons for perfection but we must not fall in prohibition
laws or under their influence which are hurdles for progress. Indian culture reached from
Chidambaram
to Switzerland and became CERN. European council for nuclear research. CERN
contribute to the kind of knowledge that not only enriches humanity but also provides the wellsprings
ideas that become the technology of future. FABIOLA GIANOTHI. Director general of CERN. Our culture
has 5 temples for our 5 life elements like air, water, earth, fire and space or sunya. Our life and our
works are with them .we have a temple in Chidambaram for lord Nataraja. Chid means wisdom and
ambalam is atmosphere. The dancing form of lord shiva is known as Nataraja. The Nataraja statue at
CERN indicates lord shiva defeats the ignorance Apasmara. The cosmic ecstatic dancer symbolizes
Shakhty or life force. Deity parvati suffered a lot with forgetfulness and lord Shiva suppressed Drawf
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[demon] Apasmara under his feet and taught parvati to became normal with his yoga vidya . Apasmara
means forgetfulness ,swoon and also the embodiment of ignorance .If we want to talk or do something
about it or even something unrelated then the demon Apasmara would reveal our exaggerations,
ignorance and make our movements as jerky as epilepsy. Thus Nataraja dancing on Apasmara
symbolizes suppression of ignorance and jerky movements whenever we exaggerate our power with
Shiva to achieve more .If we are in conscious state we can use a stone which is available beside us at
free of cost as a tool for hunting or for making a deity statue but in unconscious state we can’t use that
stone and even we can’t recognize it is useful or useless .Our fate depends on our consciousness,
wisdom or unconsciousness ,ignorance which is known as known knowledge. We acquire knowledge
while we are in peaceful state or we have liberty. Consciousness and unconsciousness are two sides of
a coin. They can’t be alone like truth and false. Knowledge and ignorance are balanced and Apasmara is
the depiction of arrogance which counters knowledge .If Apasmara is allowed to go free, he will add
arrogance and the value knowledge will diminish as people who acquire knowledge will be attacked by
Apasmara and they get arrogant .If he is killed then knowledge come and people may not still
understand value and knowledge will get sidelined. So Apasmara is controlled but not killed to ensure
that knowledge gets the right value but not make arrogance. Consciousness or wisdom make stone
useful and ignorance make it useless .Nature remain as it is but we have to use it with knowledge.
Knowledge is power that gives us peace and show way for sustainable development. Modernize
science technology and India-world with four theorems if nurtured properly, provide us peace and
sustainable development with the base of our ancestors designs for constructing perpetual motion
machines. Let us continue our ancestors efforts for survival from Apasmara for constructing perpetual
motion machines and present societal problems. These machines regain our cultural heritage and prove
Indians are not only ancient scientific leaders but also modern scientific leaders..

To develop scientific temper, humanism and the spirit of inquiry and
reform
scientific temper is good of every one by technological advances, it is about quest it carries forward in
a complete sense of determination Scientific temper is also about evidence based enquiry in each issue
whether it is good or not empirical evidences matter to search about truth .Spirit of reform is bound to
the very root ideas of scientific development and research. Scientific development can’t take place
without reform. By reform it means to redevelop, re imagine to look for navel ideas. This spirit is little
shaky in case of current scenario hence this phrases are very important for constructive development.
Progress of science takes place slowly revealing the mysterious beauty, symmetry and glamour of
nature. We have no absolute truths and changes are there forever. Yesterdays COVID 19 changed in
many ways and vaccines have to be changed accordingly or else we can’t survive and we can’t conclude
vaccine is impossible. Physicists believe that most of the universe contains infinite vacuum. Hindrances
to develop the scientific temper, the spirit of inquiry and reform are mostly education system and
attitude. Education system, The Indian education system is evolving into a platform of gaining
employment rather than gaining knowledge .This restricts the spirit of inquiry. Attitude ; Even the
educated blindly follow the norms and superstitions due to lack of spirit of enquiry. This results in
growing of superstitions blindly and it is trickling down from generation to generation. The spirit of
enquiry and reform are vital for success of make in India, skill India or digital India .India needs to shed
its conservatism and embrace the spirit of enquiry and reform to encash human capital and transform
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them into demographic dividend. Energy crisis also has many bad effects as covid 19. Our ancestors
designed perpetual motion machines inspired the world for constructing perpetual motion machines
.Now our world is suffering a lot on laws of thermodynamics as psychosis or psychomatics. Many people
became psychosis when they tried for constructing perpetual motion machines which were initiated in
India by BHARADWAZ, LALLA BRAMHAGUPTA BHASKARACHARYA and many more .They are called INDO
ARABIC or Indo Persian machines like INDO ARABIC numbers. Many fathers of sciences concluded, it is
impossible to construct perpetual motion machines. Recently they were prohibited and patent offices
refuse to take applications on them though these laws have no formal proofs .But for others they
accept without experimental proofs and with formal proofs. If our ancestors designs are helpful to
develop new designs which are necessary tools or perpetual motion machines and if we could develop
then we are civilized and our nation become civilized nation. What we use is our civilization and how we
are is our culture. We hesitate to enter in a prohibited area. Experts concluded perpetual motion
machine cannot be constructed in vacuum and it is impossible. But we all know vacuum or depressed
area with atmosphere generates tornados or typhoons .Tornados show the way to construct WHIRL
WIND WHEEL –WHEEL REVOLUTION WITH AIR REACTOR. We breakup inertia in science with new design
that fulfil laws of thermodynamics for constructing perpetual motion machines based on Indian culture
with Chidhambhararahasyam. Vacuum
in rotatable cylinder with axis and outside atmosphere
together become whirl wind wheel. Vacuum acts as sink and atmosphere works as source. This
resembles Tarakasura‘s mother bounded panchabuthas or five elements and lord Vishnu released them
to attend lord shiva and parvathi’s marriage..

WHIRL WIND WHEEL –WHEEL REVOLUTION WITH AIR REACTOR
THEOREM; IF A PERMANENT VACUUM [low pressure area by shifting air to outside] IS ARRANGED IN A
CYLINDRICAL SHAPED BODY FIXED WITH SIX PISTONS WITH BORES TO ITS SIDES LIKE A REGULAR
HEXAGON AND CONNECTED TO AN AXLE AT ITS CENTRE THEN ATMOSPHERE PUSH THE OBSTRUCTED
PISTONS INWARDS AND KEEP THE CYLINDER IN ROTATION WITH OUTSIDE AIR PRESSURE AS LONG AS
THERE IS PRESSURE DIFFERENCE LIKE SPOKES COVERED ANEMOTER CUPS SINCE NATURE ABHORS
VACUUM[GIBBS FREE ENERGY]
Rotating axes if connected to generator generate power like vertical axes windmill without interruption
as per the need .In whatever form energy exists work can only be obtained if the energy is present in a
state of greater intensity in one portion of the system and lesser intensity in another part of the system.
This is the second law of thermodynamics .Whirl wind wheel –wheel revolution with air reactor satisfies
this law. Entropy can’t increase in puncture, tubeless tyres but remain constant for months since it
wouldn’t hit hard metals but rotates on top. . This satisfies all laws for working machines. In India 42
millions live in remote villages are lack of reliable access to electricity .This will have a place in all homes
to change them as power homes .This can solve rural energy crisis. This will become a solution to UN
DECADE OF SUSTAINABLE ENERGY FOR ALL.
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RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT - JUGAAD : A flexible approach to problem solving that uses limited
resources in an innovative way. Development research takes into consideration existing knowledge and
employs towards producing new materials, products, devices installing new process systems and
services or improving existing one substantially. Development research results in design and
actualization of prototype and process. Engineering makes use of the end products to produce
commercial out puts .According to Bruntland sustainable development is a development that meets the
needs of the present without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs.
World patent offices and governments prohibited perpetual motion machines but some universities
believe that perpetual motion machines are the way to energy independence. This is how World
deviated Indian machine culture and developed impossible statements to prohibit perpetual motion
machines even without having formal proofs for them, resulting in development of heat engines’ with
many environment and health problems This WHIRL WIND WHEEL –WHEEL REVOLUTION WITH AIR
REACTOR will become a solution to UN DECADE OF [2014-2024] SUSTAINABLE ENERGY for all and can
solve rural energy problems. This scientific temper ignores or reforms impossible statements on
perpetual motion machines .We have many odd prime numbers but we can’t conclude all prime
numbers are odd since we have a even prime number 2. Similarly we have many impossible perpetual
motion machines but we have this possible perpetual motion like machine which can work long
duration since we can control leakage many months with one atmospheric pressure to go in. We are
capable to control leakage to out with many atmospheric pressures and load on vehicle tyres with
puncture less rubber tubes .It resembles water reversible turbines which lifts up water to increase
water potential energy in no demand time and release water in demand time to generate power.
Water replaced with air and here no need to raise air to much heights. Since nature abhors vacuum and
it continues to fill vacuum but it can’t. Impossible is not for us but for nature in controlled conditions.
We have solutions which can control pressure remain constant in tubes for years If such solutions and
tyres are used in constructing this whirl wind wheel ,this can work for years . Psychology says when we
focus on problems, we will have more problems, when we focus on possibilities we will have more
opportunities.

To protect and improve the natural environment and to have
compassion for living creatures
Noise rotates rotors in silencers to suppress noise in silencers and it can protect people from health
hazards and environment.
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THEOREM ; IF NOISE WAVES ARE MADE TO FALL ON FREELY ROTATABLE
VANES [LIKE ANEMOMETER CUPS] IN SILENCERS THEN NOISE POWER
ROTATES THE VANES AND CONVERT AS MECHANICAL ENERGY.NOISE
INTENSITY REDUCE AND GAS VELOCITY ALSO DECREASE AND CAN’T
EFFECT ON EYES. .
Decreased velocity gases can easily captured in an oil tank size tank containing water dissolves carbon
dioxide and can be recycled for further use as water gas for burning. This modified silencer
control noise pollution standards to world health organization noise standards and decrease many
health problems and its deaths .Many drivers die on their seats while driving on roads How passengers
in buses bare such condition. Thus this can protect and improve the natural environment and to have
compassion for living creatures

To safe guard public property and to abjure violence
AUTOMATIC BRAKES WITH ACCIDENDAL FORCES -ROBOT for controlling misspent energy becomes
mishaps on roads .Different distance range remote controls for alarm and automatic switch on electric
magnets to be fixed to all vehicles to control accidents..

IF INFRARED /RADIO SIGNALS ARE TRANSMITTED FROM
FRONT IN VEHICLE A TO RECEIVER IN VEHICLE B FRONT POSITION
RECEIVES TO COMPLETE THE CIRCUIT AND PUT ON [ROBOT] ALARM TO
ALERT DRIVERS.[ROBOT = RECEIVERS AND TRANSMITTERS] This is for
long distances between vehicles.
THEOREM

MEDIUM DISTANCE RANGE ROBOT APPLIES BRAKES AUTOMATICALLY.
When vehicles reached medium distance range transmitters and receivers connect on contact and
apply brakes to both vehicles before accidents then accidental effect decreases. Front vehicle A back
transmitters control vehicle B front receivers when back vehicle reaches nearer in same direction.
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MECHNIC BRAKES ; NO DISTANCE - ACCIDENT

THEOREM : If vehicles approach nearer initially they touch the extended
net and fluid or air pillows that are in vehicles front position can
transfer accidental forces to brakes cut fuel supply ,stop vehicles, inertia
forces compress shock absorbs then accidental effects decrease .
Uncontrollable violence, 2crore deaths yearly on roads and uncountable
financial losses can be minimized with this robots.

To strive towards excellence in all spheres of individual and collective
activity so that the nation constantly rises to higher levels of endeavour
and achievement
Our present work doing machines have to dominate nature forces to perform its work hence it
became costly and less efficient. But this present machines work like reversible machines with natural
forces with low cost and no atmosphere polluting emissions. Hence these are called modern machines
or our ancestors aspirations , desires for sustainable development.

SATELLITE ON THE SURFACE OF THE EARTH FOR POWER GENERATION
AND TRANSPORTATION WITH GRAVITY AS A SOURCE [Convert
potential energy as kinetic energy].

THEOREM.IF WE KEEP A BODY MG [SOURCE] ON AN INCLINED SURFACE
ON HOLLOW [Mass deletion or shifting masses ] right angle isosceles
triangle shaped body fixed with wheels at its base is sink ,its mass mg
[sink] .Body weight Mg [source] , Differences in source and sink weights
become available energy Total energy equal to potential energy +Kinetic
energy becomes horizontal force and by converting potential energy to
kinetic energy ,it can push sink along with it then it will be in motion.
Gravity, central force can generate power in need .If wheels replaced with toothed wheels on another
set of toothed wheels and connected to generator it can generate green energy like a perpetual motion
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machine .Differences in source and sink weights are greater than zero and wheels at its base is freely
rotatable or unstable. We feel gravity and air are hurdles in working machines as they resist as friction.
Friction is necessary evil , we can’t escape .But we can use natural forces as sources to do our works as
per the above theorems. These are the examples to strive towards excellence in all spheres of
individual life and collective activity so that the nation constantly rises to higher levels of endeavour and
achievement. Science is also a way to discharge our fundamental duties so let us have more
concentration on science. JAI VIGYAN , JAI ANUSANDHAN. According to SOLOW ROBUST Noble laureate
in Economics for the year 1987 long term growth depends mainly on technological progress but not in
labor or capital increase .All the governments are encouraging capitalist or privatization and
technological progress is decreasing labor value .If both continuous further we must consider what will
be the fate of the tomorrow’s society. Technological progress must be encouraged at all times if not we
have to depend on others, that means welcoming poverty or lose of independence. For example
consider our present fuels which are extracted at one place with burden and destroying environment
there and transporting to the needy place pollute all the way. At usage points the fuels must work
against to natural forces which causes low efficiency and more pollution
that is why world is
transforming to renewables. Let us make use these technology before it reached to other hands.
Natural forces are available at all places and each home become a power home .large power stations
can be constructed at necessary places and no transportation of fuels on roads become a great relief to
roads, vehicles and low income countries. We all know how world is suffering from fuel imports and
financial burden .All nations get relief from this burdens.
CONCLUSION If an elderly but distinguished scientist says that something is possible ,he is almost right
,but if he says that it is impossible, he is very probably wrong
ARTUR .C. CLARKE a famous scientist.
So we have to follow our ancestors designs as basics, ignore impossible statements and adopt
,implement this theorems as soon as possible to our peace and sustainable development which are
urgently needed in low income countries though they are also a part of UN PEACE AND SUSTAINABLE
DEVELOPMENT GOALS. Abundant electricity production with perpetual motion machines at low cost at
all places can improve efficiency in another sectors like education, health ,agriculture and industrial
sectors along with environment can modernize the world with low carbon emissions.

TRUTH ALWAYS TRIUMPHS
JAI JAWAN. JAI KISSAN, JAI VIGYAN, JAI ANUSANDHAN .
JAIHIND.
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